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ABSTRACT
The School of Graduate Studies
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Degree Master of Science in Engineering College/Dept. Engineering/Industrial &
Systems Engineering and
Engineering Management
Name of Candidate
Elizabeth Anne Patterson
Title
Utilizing SysML Viewpoints to Improve Understanding and Communication
of Human Mental Models within System Design Teams

In modern design of complex systems, there is lack of consideration of social elements in SocioTechnical Systems. The Human Mental Model is a vital part of multidisciplinary system design,
and can contribute to the potential for system failure when not considered during the design phase.
This thesis will examine the Systems Modeling Language (SysML) viewpoints and views to
determine whether they illustrate elements of human mental models, and increase communication
between individuals holding different perspectives. Two models were created in SysML, the first
comparing SysML to mental model graphs, and the second was the Lynx X-ray Observatory, a
project in concept development at NASA. This research discovered viewpoints and views relate
favorably with aspects of mental model. It was also found that illustrating Lynx viewpoints and
views was a valuable aid in eliciting concerns and desires of stakeholders, leading to a project more
in line with desires of the stakeholders.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter will explore the background and prior research related to human mental
models within the design and use of complex systems. Background information necessary to
introduce the reader to the topic, and relevant definitions, will be provided along with explanations
of the thesis organization and research scope.

1.1 Background
Humans have been exploring the design of things and systems for thousands of years,
leading to remarkable innovation that has greatly increased human quality of life. The desire to
create something of good and lasting value has developed into the modern design and use of highly
advanced and complex engineered systems. The International Council of Systems Engineers
(INCOSE) defines a system as “a construct or collection of different elements that together produce
results not obtainable by the elements alone. The elements, or parts, can include people, hardware,
software, facilities, policies, and documents” [1], or as the INCOSE Systems Engineering
Handbook states, a system can be defined as "a combination of interacting elements organized to
achieve one or more stated purposes" [2]. The remarkable innovations in system design contributes
to increased capability in complex systems, but also challenges successful interaction between
humans and the complex systems they create. The field of Systems Engineering (SE) manages the
design and use of complex systems. INCOSE defines systems engineering as “an interdisciplinary
field that emerged as an effective way to manage complexity and change. It focuses on defining
customer needs and required functionality early in the development cycle, and proceeding through
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design synthesis to system validation while considering the complete problem” [1]. In this research,
the term system designer is used to describe technical individuals who are the main drivers in the
system design process, and this category would include systems engineers. London states that
“Systems engineering is based on a holistic perspective of problems and design” [3]. It is the task

of the SE field to create order from chaos, and effectively incorporate people, processes,
and things into complete and value-delivering systems. “Systems Engineering is an
interdisciplinary field that emerged as an effective way to manage complexity and change”,
“Systems engineering is based on a holistic perspective of problems and design.
Practitioners consider how systems fit into the larger context, how they impact it, and how
they are influenced” [3]. System behavior and interactions are governed by the complexity
that exists within the architecture of the system itself [4].
The engineering of complex systems is becoming more reliant on modeling and simulation
to ensure that the potential system or product will meet requirements and will deliver value and
quality to the stakeholders and users. Quality has been defined as, “meeting consumer needs”, or
“fitness of use”, but for this work, quality indicates the system design will meet the “wants and
needs of customers" [5]. Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) is a type of modeling and
simulation which “applies systems modeling as part of the systems engineering process to support
analysis, specification, design, and verification of the system being developed. The primary artifact
of MBSE is a coherent model of the system being created” [6]. MBSE has the potential to consider
a more holistic view of the system and aids with knowledge management, error reduction, and
provides a centralized integration of model-related elements and system information. MBSE was
developed to overcome the limitations of more traditional document-centric methods, and can
mimic the requirements, structural, and behavioral aspects of the system in an integrated and
consistent manner. Utilizing MBSE in system design, allows for system validation and
configuration exploration, and provides a method to reduce the tradespace of the more optimal
2

designs. The use of model-based engineering software has been common in other branches of
engineering for years, especially software like Computer-Aided Design (CAD). The traditional
design abstractions generated by systems engineers were static and unlinked drawings and systems
engineering is one of the last engineering fields to adopt model-based methods.
Although there are many other relevant languages and tools within the field of MBSE, this
thesis will focus on the Systems Modeling Language (SysML) due to its popularity and common
use as a general-purpose modeling language for system design. The popularity of SysML is largely
due to both the heritage it possesses as an extension of the Unified Modeling Language (UML),
and the relatively straightforward user interface. Modeling and simulation can provide the
stakeholders involved with the system design and use to determine how the systems will interact
with people as a Socio-Technical System (STS). A STS is the main type of complex engineered
system, comprised of people and technology interacting together to perform system functions and
attain system goals.
Within STSs, the cognitive function known as the Human Mental Model is a very
influential element, and contributes to the success or the failure of the system. Otherwise commonly
known as a “viewpoint”, “schema”, “mental map”, or “conceptual model”, the mental model can
allow people to perform either amazing feats of cognition, or contribute to failed interactions with
even the simplest of concepts or problems. Leveson et al. states that people have a cognitive model
of the system and “for humans, this model is commonly known as a mental model. Accidents,
particularly those arising from dysfunctional interactions among components, frequently result
from inconsistencies between the model of the process used by the [human] and the actual process
state” [7]. Often flaws in system design or system failures/accidents in operation originate in the
interactions between the human mental model and the complex system, having been inadvertently
built into the system during the design process. The flaws in systems design are often a product of
miscommunication or lack of information transfer between the various parties (i.e. designers,
stakeholders, and users) involved in the system’s design. The future of effective and quality system
3

design is becoming more dependent on communication of differing perspectives, concerns, and
mental models across the various disciplines that participate in system design. If individual mental
models are correctly understood and elicited from each team member, they can be used to develop
a shared mental model which is held by the team as a whole. The more perspectives that participate,
even at a light level, the better the understanding of where the stakeholders’ mental models fit into
the design of systems. In addition, it can be a way to create widespread ownership of the design
and architecture of the solution [8].
The process of designing and building a system involves multiple individuals, each
bringing a special talent to the system. Multiple mental models and diverse talents create a more
comprehensive and robust system. The terms used for those involved in this process are varied, but
for this thesis, the parties who design and interact with the system will be known as designers and
stakeholders. Designers are those who provide technical expertise to the system and do the actual
work of design through the use of engineering principles. They are those responsible for the
specification, analysis, design, verification, and validation of complex STSs.
Stakeholders are those who have a vested interest in the system but may lack the
engineering knowledge or experience to design the system [6]. A vested interest would include
money, resources, time, dependence on the system, management of the system, and or use of the
system. Including so many different individuals in the design of a system can be a challenge,
especially when each one has a different background, mental models, perspectives, and expertise.
Note that for this thesis, when reference to the potential user of the system is made, the user is
considered a subset of the category of stakeholder. To draw conclusions from the material presented
so far, there appear to be several main breaks within the human mental model and its relationship
with the system design process. These breaks are found in the relationships between the designers
and the stakeholders and the stakeholders and the system. Generally, there appear to be less conflict
within the interactions between designers, as they share more of a similar technical background
which might contribute to more compatible mental models. The only potential problem that might
4

occur between designers would be interface problems between the parts of a system created by
different designers that use varying notation and inconsistent approaches in design. The problems
between designers and stakeholders are one of the more commonly experienced issues with the
interaction of people and complex system design. When designing a system, the designer has a
human mental model focused on the technical aspects of the system and how to design the system
and model it for use in the design process. The system stakeholders may not possess the technical
knowledge of the designer and this can create problems in communication between these two
groups. Both the communication from the stakeholder for what they desire from the system, and
that from the designer to communicate the system to the stakeholder, are negatively affected.
Often a lack of understanding, and communication of, the system to stakeholders can result
in the stakeholder perceiving that the system, though interactive from the design perspective,
appears to behave as if it were an animate agent capable of independent activities [9]. Woods
introduces the concept of the “perceived animacy of the system”, which states that when a device
is highly complex, it can give the stakeholder the impression of “an animate agent capable of
independent perception and willful action” [10]. The solving of complex problems implies the
integration of perspectives between stakeholders. These perspectives are shaped in frames that
guide the construction of the meaning of information, and thereby shape policy positions and
underlie controversy. Reciprocal frame reflection can overcome communication barriers and
stimulate mutual understanding, and thus stimulate stakeholders to reach agreement [11].
In the case of the stakeholders who will be users of the system, researchers have found that
system designers often attempt to force a certain mental model on users to direct how they should
comprehend the system [12] [13]. Woods finds that fascination with the possibilities afforded by
technology can often conceal the fact that new technology can create burdens and complexities for
humans responsible for designing, operating, or managing high-consequence systems [10]. The
interactions between humans and systems often act in “ways unintended and unanticipated by the
designers” [14]. Parasuraman found that insight into this disconnect has not had much visibility or
5

impact in engineering and design circles [15]. Often the end user is not considered in the concept
design process at all and doesn’t even ‘meet’ the system until much later in the system design
process, or even once the system has been completed and has begun operation. If the user is given
a system that is highly complex and difficult to use, this author would liken it to being in an arranged
marriage of two incompatible people.
SysML contains two relatively new elements, the Viewpoint and the associated View, and
this research will examine how these two elements can be used to incorporate different
perspectives, a major element of a human mental model, into consideration during the system
design process. Viewpoints bring the concerns, ideas, knowledge, interests, constraints, and
perspectives of distinct individuals, groups, or organizations into the design process of systems,
ensuring that the voice of designers, stakeholders, decision-makers, and other parties will be heard.
When using SysML in the design phase of a system, the technical validity of the resulting artifacts
(the models and generated reports) is only as good as the mental models and knowledge with which
these artifacts were built.
Utilizing formal modelling techniques to aid in system design can lead to more reliable
inferences about system dynamics, uncover errors in mental simulations, and can be important
antidotes to casual empiricism, muddled formulations, and the erroneous conclusions often drawn
from mental models [16]. Instead of focusing on what is perceptible, familiar, and visible, humans
need to start evaluating the subtler feedback stemming from interactions with the system. Mental
models have enormous power within STSs but it is both a power for success and a power for failure,
humans have the unique ability to make the decision as to which it will be.

6

1.2 Thesis Organization
The content presented in this thesis will be generally structured with traditional
organizational layouts of Introduction, Literature Review, Methodology, Results, Conclusions,
References, and Appendices. The organizational layout of the thesis and how the information flow
occurs between chapters and sections will be as follows,
Chapter 2: Discusses relevant literature for the design of complex STSs and the role of
human cognition and human mental models in system design and use. Prior research relating to
these areas, and some related concepts, are examined, and existing research needs for this topic will
be determined.
Chapter 3: The methodology for including mental model concepts in the system design
process, including the motivating factors for this thesis, the thesis questions, and some background
approaches performed in prior research that will be used to support the method used in this thesis.
The concepts of SysML Viewpoints and Views will also be elaborated in this chapter.
Chapter 4: This chapter will explain the method to address the first thesis question stated
in Chapter 3, and will also describe the relationship between these SysML elements and a prior
approach shown to effectively map human mental models will be explored via an example of an
ATM transaction.
Chapter 5: The main research performed for the thesis that will address thesis questions 2
and 3 will be given and the generation of viewpoints and views for a real NASA concept project,
will be displayed in this chapter.
Chapter 6: This chapter will give the discussion and conclusion to this thesis, along with
suggested future work based off both the research needs identified later in Chapter 2, and the
research needs generated by the work in this thesis.
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1.3 Research Scope
The early stages of a system are often where the most system leveraging moments are
found, moments that can change the final outcome of a system in either a positive, neutral, or
negative way[3], [17]–[20]. This thesis will explore the human mental model and its relation to
design and operation of complex STSs, and will then examine the effects of mental models, shared
mental models, and visual illustration on the design process of complex systems. The foundation
for the design of systems will first be explained as a platform on which to examine the human side
of complex STSs during system design, which has major effects on the success of the system during
use.
Research has indicated that MBSE is good for sharing project intent and since complex
system development usually requires the collaboration of multidisciplinary teams, these teams
require a common knowledge of the design and the system purpose. Each team member must be
able to efficiently capture and communicate their needs [3], and even though SysML does not
indicate at which point in the life cycle you should create certain diagrams [21], when SysML is
combined with a clear methodology designs can be more efficiently generated and evaluated [3].
This thesis will then analyze the benefits provided to the design phase by SysML and especially
the viewpoint and view elements of this graphical modeling language. SysML will be examined to
see if it might be a method that can map mental model concepts, as SysML is a language supporting
common use of MBSE.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Although a multitude of sources were reviewed for this research that were related to
the relationship between humans and complex systems, only work directly applicable to
complex systems, human mental models, diverse system design teams, Model-Based Systems
Engineering, and the early system design phase will be presented in this chapter.

2.1 Background on Complex Systems
The most common complex engineered systems are Socio-Technical Systems (STSs), and
are defined by Johansen and Rausand as a system composed of two main elements: technical
elements comprising work processes, tasks, and technology, and social elements comprising
people, management, and authority structures [22]. Three qualities that researchers have identified
as being significant to the success of STSs are robustness, flexibility, and resilience [23]. Extensive
research has examined incorporating robustness and flexibility into system design by designing
systems that are flexible to changing environments or operating conditions [24]–[27]. Research has
shown that robustness, flexibility, and resilience in systems can either be built into the system early
in design, or brought to the system by the people interacting with it [25]–[30]. Unfortunately,
current research lacks data on the effects that human cognition has on the level of these three
qualities within STSs. Complex STSs are becoming increasingly integrated into large networks of
systems, called Systems of Systems (SoS), which the United States Department of Defense (DoD)
System Engineering Guide for SoSs defines as “a set or arrangement of systems that results when
independent and useful systems are integrated into a larger system with unique capabilities” [31].
9

To illustrate the design scope of large SoSs, consider the Next Generation Operational
Control System (OCX) shown in Figure 2.1, a U.S. Airforce program with an estimated cost of
$4.81 Billion. This massive SoS will provide “a vital new command system for the global
positioning system satellite constellation” by the year 2023 [32]. This OCX system will command
“all modernized and legacy GPS satellites, manage all civil and military navigation signals and
provide improved cybersecurity and resilience for the next generation of GPS operations” [32].

Figure 2.1 Next Generation Operational Control System (OCX) for GPS Services [33].

The interconnections and interactions of a massive SoS such as this “would be humanly
impossible to comprehend at one time, or by any one person” [25], and requires various methods
and diverse teams to design, build, use, and maintain such a complex system. In regard to complex
systems such as the OCX, Wetmore and Johnson assert that these systems are created through the
interplay of both technical and social elements. Technical system elements would be considered
hardware, software, engineering processes, and other technical aspects of systems or organizations,
and the social includes interactions among many actors including engineers, stakeholders, public
agencies, and others [34].
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Of the research fields dealing with the design of systems, Systems Thinking [35] was
relevant to the topic of this thesis for its unique insight into the role played by the human mental
model in system design. The Institute for Systemic Leadership defines the young field of systems
thinking as a “discipline that concerns an understanding of a system by examining the linkages and
interactions between the components that comprise the entirety of that defined system” [36]. The
Iceberg Theory [18] of systems thinking was proposed to explain the structure and the phases of
systems and to reveal the role played by people within complex systems.
The Iceberg Theory [37] shown in Figure 2.2, proposes that systems are composed of four
main stages: Events—the observable behaviors exhibited by the system, Patterns of Behavior—the
trends and propagations governing a system which demonstrate what it will do over time,
Underlying Systematic Structure—design elements of the system that contribute to patterns of
behavior that eventually lead to system events, and Human Mental Models—the last stage, which
describes human rational, innovation, behavior, and other human cognitive processes that influence
underlying system design.

Figure 2.2 The Iceberg Theory [38].
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While the systems thinking concept of a foundational mental model within systems or
organizations does contribute insight into the process of system design, it has been difficult to
develop specific methods to identify mental models in the design process. Filling this gap would
be of great value to the system design process, and could contribute to the success of future systems.
Within complex STSs there are two main forms of failure that can be found in the underlying
structure of a system; Active Failures, and Latent Conditions.
Active failures are the unsafe acts committed by people in direct contact with the system,
and take a variety of forms: slips, lapses, fumbles, mistakes, and procedural violations [39]. Active
failures can also be a failure of the system itself, such as an unforeseen event, condition, or flaw
that occurs and causes failure. This type of failure usually has causal history extending back in time
and through levels of the system. Conversely, latent conditions are the inevitable “resident
pathogens” designed into, or accidentally developed in systems [40] [39]. Unlike active failures,
which are often difficult or impossible to foresee, latent conditions can be identified and remedied
before an adverse event occurs. Remedying a latent condition will prevent it from propagating and
escalating through the system[9] [40].
Although these two types of failures have been identified, there has not been a process to
examine what effect the human mental model might have on the quantity and magnitude of these
two types of system failures. It is widely acknowledged that systems can experience either active
failures or resident pathogens that can stem from the design of systems, or from actions by people
during the operation of the system. Two errors of human cognitive processes that can affect the
system design, or can impact the system during use, are Loss of Situational Awareness, and
Complacency.
• Loss of Situational Awareness – Parasuraman et al. found that people tend to be
less aware of changes in environmental or system states when those changes are under the control
of another agent (either technology or another human) than when they are in charge of the system
directly [15].
12

• Complacency –Prinzel defines complexity as “self-satisfaction that can result in
non-vigilance based on an unjustified assumption of satisfactory system state” [41]. Complacency
can be both a trait or a state of human behavior “which can result in reduced process control
accuracy or delay in detecting failures” [42].
When people are performing the natural and non-complex functions for everyday actions,
the loss of situation awareness and development of complacency are not always negative qualities,
but can help simplify mental processes, and reduce the cognitive demands on humans.
Nevertheless, when dealing with the massive amount of complexity that is becoming the norm for
modern STSs, these two concepts can lead to system problems or even failures of the system such
as the downing of Iran Air Flight 655, Three Mile Island, and the crash of Air France Flight 447.
•

USS Vincennes shot down a civilian airliner, Iran Air Flight 655, with two SM-2 missiles,
resulting in a loss of 290 lives [43]. This was attributed to poor interface design of the U.S.
Navy’s Aegis system in the Combat Information Center on the USS Vincennes. Poor
interface contributed to misidentification of the airliner as a hostile military aircraft, and
the order to fire was based on poor data communication [44].

•

Three Mile Island Nuclear Generating Station Incident, a partial nuclear meltdown
occurring in reactor number 2, resulting in a cleanup cost of about $2.4 Billion [45]. An
investigative committee discovered that the control room design was so poor that error was
inevitable, and concluded that the design was at fault, not the operators [46]. There were
extensive miscommunication issues revealed in the investigation, and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's report on this accident found that breakdown of communications
and crucial misunderstandings at the manufacturer of the reactor, Babcock & Wilcox, were
precursor events to that disaster [47].
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•

Crash of Air France Flight 447, an advanced Airbus A330, resulting in loss of aircraft and
the 228 lives on board. Miscommunication and response errors of the pilots resulted in an
average angle of attack (aircraft climb angle) of 40+ degrees, leading to an unrecoverable
stall and a nose-up decent rate of 10,000 feet per minute to the ocean surface [48]. This
preventable disaster should never have happened; miscommunication, lack of experience
with manually flying aircraft, and flawed mental models of the flight crew were the main
contributors to this accident.
Perrow has termed unfortunate system incidents such as these as “normal accidents” [49],

but preventable accidents should not be termed ‘normal’ accidents, but only those that occur due
to unforeseen occurrences or natural variations within the system. The human is not only the most
important and unique system within a system of systems, but also potentially the weakest link and
possibly the highest risk element in a system [50] [51]. One of the negative behaviors resulting
from the human side of STSs, is Normalization of Deviance (also known as Drift), defined as “the
gradual process through which unacceptable practice or standards become acceptable. As the
deviant behavior is repeated without catastrophic results, it becomes the social norm” [52].
This negative behavior is both an incremental movement of a system towards crossing a
failure boundary, and a slow but steady adaptation of unruly technology to environmental
pressures; these behaviors occur while belief is maintained that all is well, leading to normalizing
the unsafe behavior without noticing the accumulated effect on the system [53] [22] [52]. System
structure changes over time, and “accidents in complex systems frequently involve a migration of
the system towards a state where a small deviation can lead to a catastrophe” [40]. Although there
are various ways that people can contribute flaws or problems to their interactions with complex
systems, there are also essential elements that human contribute that have not yet been able to be
replicated with technology [54]:
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▪

The unique human ability to perform unstructured problem solving.

▪

Humans can perform more optimal evaluation and decision-making when examining large
quantities of information.

▪

The human instinct of “common sense” and unique real-time problem-solving capabilities.

▪

People’s singular ability to innovate and create original designs.

▪

Humans excel at the qualities of empathy, understanding, and artistic capability, and vastly
surpass the capabilities of modern computer-based technology in these areas.
As it is now more apparent that the people involved in the design and operation of complex

STSs have great impact on the future success of these systems, one of the most important stages of
the system lifecycle is the early phase of system design; when the significant interactions occur
between people and complex systems.

2.2 Early Design of Complex Systems
Madni finds that the system concept development phase is one of the most important parts
of the system lifecycle. Integrating humans and complex systems has become a central issue as
systems are becoming increasingly more complex [55]. The Systems Engineering Vee [2], which
represents the systems engineering lifecycle, is a well-known guide for system design from the
initial idea or concept, through system operation. Although there are several known weaknesses
with the Vee model, including model rigidity and lack of process iteration [56], these will not be
considered for this thesis and the engineering vee will be represented as a more common guide for
systems design. An example of the engineering lifecycle model is given in Figure 2.3 on the next
page, and the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook Version 3.2.2 outlines some early
categories that are given in a table in Appendix B for reference.
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Figure 2.3 Engineering Vee model illustrating an approach to the system lifecycle and its phases [57].

The engineering lifecycle model is mainly focused on the technical aspects of system
design, and usually the social side of systems is not considered until the system integration or
verification stage. One of the key characteristics of STSs stated by Baxter and Sommerville, is that
system performance is reliant on joint optimization of both the technical and social subsystems.
Focusing on one of these subsystems to the exclusion of the other is likely to lead to degraded
system performance and utility [58]. A need that is emerging in the system design field, is to gain
a better and more thorough understanding of the interactions of the social side of STSs early in the
concept design phase.
A common assumption by designers during system design is that non-engineers (i.e.
stakeholders) view systems from an engineering perspective. Rouse and Morris stress the
importance of designers avoiding “the presumption that operators, maintainers, and managers
approach their systems from a scientific or engineering perspective” [59]. Norman states that
“collaboration requires each party to make some effort to accommodate and understand the other”
[46]. As stated before, there is a great need for effective communication among various individuals
involved in system design and their associated mental models and perspectives.
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Concept design for engineering includes requirements elicitation, which is concerned with
identification of stakeholders’ needs and demands and discovering and surfacing the needs of
stakeholders [60] [61]. Moore found that unsuccessful communication between different groups is
often at the root of inadequate requirements specification [62]. Cannon and Edmondson refer to the
loss of the Mars Climate Orbiter, which was a NASA space probe that was lost due to a simple
failure of communication between American and British scientists about the metrics to be used to
calculate weight and distance, leading to colossal failure of the entire venture [63].
Baxter and Sommerville performed a research study that discovered requirements
specification and design errors within a system average 64% of total, compared to 36% for software
coding errors. The study revealed that an error discovered in early system design costs about onefifth of that found in the testing stage, and costs one-fifteenth of the error discovery during system
operation [58], although this asserted cost of discovering an error in the system operation stage is
extremely moderate, and in most cases the cost would be astronomically more than one-fifteenth
of the cost of an error being discovered earlier. For example, consider the crash of an airliner due
to a mechanical failure; the cost to fix the mechanical problem during the design, even if this
problem was found later in the design phase, would be extremely small compared to the cost of
losing the airliner and the potential loss of life that may occur.
Systems that are not designed to be intuitive for the users will create cognitive dissonance
in the interactions between user and system. Dissonance refers to instances of inconsistency,
disagreement, or discrepancy in a situation usually relating to one’s beliefs, perception, attitude, or
actions [60], and can result from a disconnect between users’ mental models and the mental models
that the system was designed with. Norman claims that most of the problems with human
interaction with systems comes from a lack of understanding of the basic design principles
necessary for effective human and system interaction [46]. The technological possibilities for
modern system design often are used clumsily, resulting in strong, silent, difficult to direct systems
that are not team players [10]. One of the most effective ways to decrease system failures and breaks
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in mental model communication is to ensure that the design process has a valid and accurate
foundation, leading to decreases in unnecessary complexity, and increases in system resilience and
adaptability. The human is capable of exhibiting great ingenuity in unprecedented situations [64],
but as Kolkman et al. states, although models are representations of the real world, the information
collected within models is authored by people, and inevitably contains distortions [11]. These
distortions (errors) can be reduced or mitigated through use of a standardized modeling language
such as SysML, shared team mental models, and more effective communication. Team members
create mental models to represent complex processes or systems, and so creating models of real
system design will result in additional understanding from the ability to view the model as a whole
[65]. Developing system models for this reason, enable representation of the viewpoints, concerns,
and desires of stakeholders in an integrated and consistent manner.
Cognitive dissonance can also occur when groups of people involved in the design of the
system hold differing or contradictory opinions, perceptions, or mental models [60]. Melguizo et
al. state that designers should anticipate the mental models that future users will develop when
interacting with the new system [19]. Gentner and Stevens state that “As designers, it is our duty
to develop systems and instructional materials that aid users to develop more coherent, useable
mental models” [66]. Concepts are often illustrated to humans through the use of metaphors, and
vastly different mental models of the world held by the various stakeholders, can result in the
development of disparate metaphors of the system and its future use [60]. Individual mental models
are representations of knowledge which may not be commonly held among the different team
members. However, some of these unshared mental models may contain pertinent insight or unique
contributions to the team [67]. Melguizo et al. conducted a study and determined that assessing
mental models early in system design directly improved the design of complex systems [19].
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2.3 People Involved in System Design
Complex STSs are designed by large and diverse design teams, which are influenced by
the mental models of the team members [67]–[69]. Vanasupa asserts that systems are “designed by
those who hold certain beliefs, values, and assumptions. Those mental models are then embedded
in the systemic structures through policies and practices” [17]. The Iceberg Theory mentioned
above, finds that the greatest leverage for system change is the mental models that created the
systemic structures and patterns. System design teams are composed of individuals from many
disciplines and backgrounds who are collaborating together and would be defined as a
“distinguishable set of two or more people who interact, dynamically, interdependently, and
adaptively toward a common and valued goal/objective/mission, who have each been assigned
specific roles or functions to perform, and who have a limited life-span of membership" [70].
Each individual in system design contributes to the design process differently because,
first, the role, skills and activities required are different, and second, because their own perception
is influenced by their experiences [71]. During the system design process, Pumareja and Sikkel
hold that intense stakeholder contribution or participation is desirable because it contributes to
increased end user support of the system due to the reduction of dissonance. An intense stakeholder
participation is also helpful for requirements elicitation as it leads to the discovery and articulation
of useful requirements [60]. The definition of a team in system development for this thesis is
proposed to be a collaboration and interaction of both designers and stakeholders during the concept
phase of the system engineering lifecycle model. Hughes and Hay argue that system design is a
process best constructed by the collaboration of designers and stakeholders that builds on the
perspectives of all stakeholders and reduces the chance of the design process being dominated by
any one perspective [71].
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Rouse et al. conducted a field study of military training in two separate and diverse
command and control teams and found that 81% of the observed team performance deficiencies
were associated with inadequate or inappropriate communication within the team, or proceeding
from the team [72]. The study results of the two independent study crews were compared, and as
shown in Table 2.1, the percentages of each type of team performance issue are almost identical
for both teams.
Table 2-1 Distribution of problems across major categories. Adapted from [72].

This study examined the mental models of the command and control team through the use
of conceptual graphing. It was found that there were higher percentages of communication related
problems among teams that did not share mental models. From the results, there were obvious
difficulties stemming from the mental models of the participants and affecting the planning and
learning process, their communication with other participants, and their interactions with the
system. Delugach et al. asserts that improving collaboration and knowledge sharing within a multidisciplinary team reduces project glitch incidents, therefore resulting in a decrease on cost overruns
and project delays [73].
Yen et al. conducted a study on the performance differences between fusion” teams and
“non-fusion” teams; they found that collaborative and “fused” teams had higher performance than
teams that could be considered a working group [74]. One of the major elements that is missing in
the system design process is the holistic approach and considering the human-centeredness of
various stakeholders. “Currently, there is lack of a conceptual design and design management
framework leveraging design thinking and systems thinking that take human-centeredness,
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understanding, and acting of various stakeholders systemically into consideration” [75]. When the
designers and stakeholders are not considered a team and do not collaborate effectively, several
problems emerge; inadequate communication, lack of a common understanding of terms and
language [61], and unrecoverable costs and design effort loss due to later system changes [25]-[29].
In studying several U.S. DoD systems, Koo says that although system architects use
scenario planning to match potential architecture to meet user's needs, there must be more effort
exerted to ensure that the system truly meets the beneficiary’s requirement of use [25]. Research
suggests that as team members communicate mental model content, they may change the mental
models held by other team members, leading to the development of shared mental models during
collaborations [67]. Shared mental models involve overlapping information, where individuals
share knowledge of the domain, but do not necessarily have an identical knowledge base [73],
which encourages creativity and thoroughness in system design. According to Kolkman et al.,
mental model development occurs mainly in the problem articulation phase of decision-making
and they state that comparison of mental models, decision processes, and knowledge use will reveal
potential conflict areas which could then be addressed [11].

2.4 Human Mental Models
Mental models can influence the effectiveness of the teamwork and communication within
design teams, and perform an important role in communicating beliefs, assumptions, and
shared information [76]. Significant differences in models between designers and stakeholders
leads to alternative interpretations of the evidence [77], and occur when values, choices,
assumptions, limitations and difficulties present in models are not openly communicated [11].
System design teams can be geographically dispersed and involve people of many different
backgrounds and mental models [71], [78], [79]. Generating images of mental models of all
system stakeholders, and allowing for feedback, can contribute to systems that are more
comprehensive and intuitive to use in operation [63], [80].
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Mental models are classified by Liu and Stasko as internal, structural, behavioral, and
functional analogues of external STSs that preserve schematic, semantic or item level information
[81]. There have been many efforts to understand the foundations of mental models, how they
change over time, and how they can affect the outcome of situations, these efforts have resulted in
increased knowledge of human cognition [19], [59], [67], [68], [81]–[83]. But this prior research
has left a gap in understanding of the effects of unshared, or dissimilar, mental models [67],
especially those found in teams composed of multidisciplinary individuals with vastly different
interests and mental models.
Researchers agree that when individuals working together share similar attitudes and
beliefs, they arrive at compatible interpretations of events, information, or processes, which enable
them to reach better decisions [63], [69], [84], [85]. Similar attitudes and beliefs are the foundations
of shared mental models and the mental model is said to be at the heart of the decision-making
process [86]. Cannon-Bowers and Salas find that shared cognition can explain the success of
effective teams; effective team members have similar or compatible knowledge, and they use this
knowledge to guide coordinated behavior [84].

Mental models are like the filters through which humans perceive and categorize a
variable and evolving world, and the knowledge structures by which humans approach
complex systems. Woods found that cognitive demands change, “creating new interface
management tasks, new attentional demands, the need to track automated device state and
performance, new communication or coordination tasks, and new knowledge
requirements” [10]. In reaction to increased cognitive demands of complex systems, human
cognition can approach this challenge in two distinct ways; 1) returning to historical
behaviors in the hope that what worked in the past will work again, 2) or adapting to the
change and developing new approaches to system interaction.
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Returning to historical behaviors results in the habit of performing cognitive
shortcuts “in the sense that little information is needed to consider options and to make a
choice. Eventually, they may no longer require the consideration of characteristics of the
choice situation and advantages and disadvantages of various alternatives. Instead, habitual
behaviors are directly guided by highly accessible mental representations of the behavior
upon goal” [87]. This is the most common reaction of humans to change, the simple rule
of the way “it has always been done”, resulting in major disadvantages in decision-making.
As mental models focus on past information, data, and experiences, many of the
components that are involved in the decision-making process are based in the past.
Consequently, these behaviors may no longer be guided by deliberately formed intentions,
but are accompanied by a rather limited process of decision making [87].
Parasuraman et al. proposes a four-step process to illustrate human cognition, which
consists of 1) Sensory Processing: the intake, processing, and selection of information
deemed important to consider or retain, 2) Perception & Working Memory: the
consideration of conscious perception and processing of both new stimuli and information
stored in memory. Cognitive functions such as rehearsal, information integration, and
inference are also found in this stage prior to making decisions, 3) Decision Making:
tangible decisions will be made in this stage based on the result of stages 1 and 2, 4)
Response Selection: the response or action consistent with the decisions made in stage 3
will be performed in this last stage and then the cycle will begin again [15]. Furthermore,
this cycle is not necessarily linear but at any time the human can return to a former stage
to process a new thought or new information discovered. This cognitive process flow is
illustrated in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4. Four-step process of human cognition adapted from [15].

A research study was conducted that provides great insight into the relationship between
the mental models of team members, and the outcome of team performance. Lim and Klein
conducted a study [88] on 548 diverse Singaporean military combat team members to determine
the effect that taskwork and teamwork mental models had on the performance of the teams when
performing combat team tasks such as securing a vital road junction for friendly forces, patrolling
a hostile territory, securing a critical installation or structure, overcoming an occupied enemy
outpost, laying an ambush, etc.
Taskwork mental models would describe the content and structure of team members’
mental models of equipment and procedures used by the team to complete a task, and Teamwork
mental models describe the content and structure of team members’ mental models of teamwork
required to perform these types of combat tasks. The study showed that teams whose members
share similar taskwork mental models are positively correlated to have similar teamwork mental
models as well. Teams whose members are high in mental model similarity also tend to be high in
mental model accuracy. Both taskwork and teamwork model similarity and accuracy were
positively related to team performance. The findings suggest that teams whose members structure
and organize their team-related knowledge in a similar fashion are likely to find it relatively easy
to coordinate their activities; they are likely to agree upon team priorities and strategies, yielding
efficient task performance [88]. Both taskwork and teamwork mental models are a sub-type of
human mental model and this insightful study shows the influence of mental models within diverse
teams.
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2.5 Shared Mental Models
During system design, shared mental models can greatly enhance system understanding,
communication between parties, and enable better system design. A shared mental model
represents knowledge shared between individuals in the system. Landman et al., defines a Shared
Mental Model as the overlap in both understanding and consensus of individual mental models.
This overlap would include all elements of interest to the other people with different mental models
but who are looking as a team at the system. He states that shared mental models can aid cooperative
decision-making and engineering, therefore playing a crucial role in the team design of systems
[89]. In the case of team members developing similar or shared mental models of the topic or system
in question, the team’s performance can be significantly enhanced [82]. A shared mental model can
be visualized as the combination of individual mental models, which includes the unique elements
of the individual mental models. A simple illustration of mental models is given in Figure 2.5 which
shows three simple mental models consisting of elements of various shapes.

Figure 2.5 The shared mental model resulting from combining individual mental models
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The illustration shows the three individual mental models with the first in green, the second
in red, and the third in yellow. The sum of these models added together gives the compiled mental
model shown in blue. A Compiled Mental Model represents the sum of all the elements in the
individual mental models, the shared mental model is found within the compiled model, and is
composed of the three elements shown in dark gray, the circle, rectangle, and cross elements, which
the three individual mental models have in common. Gaining understanding of the shared
knowledge of the group, can uncover holes, conflicts, and similar problems within design teams’
knowledge, and can increase the effectiveness of work, the communications between team
members, and lead to better team consensus during decision-making.
A study was conducted by Uflacker and Zeier to examine the communication between
multidisciplinary teams, and the associated project outcomes resulting from the use of Team
Collaborative Networks (TCN) [79]. The researchers state that conceptual design is essentially a
collaborative process including a multi-disciplinary team of designers, clients and other
participants, and state that there is a growing need to monitor and evaluate the interplay of
distributed activities in design collaboration. A Team Collaboration Network (TCN) describes a
graph structure to express directed relationships (edges) between persons and/or information
resources (nodes). The study examined the collaboration of teams in a graphical manner (using
visual graphs) by creation of graphical diagrams called Team Collaboration Networks, which were
based on approximately 8,700 emails related either to the project, or to the team collaboration. A
survey also measured three performance-related aspects of teamwork: the quality of team processes
as measure of the effectiveness of the team, the level of satisfaction with team member interactions,
and the reactions of team members to both the team and work done by the team.
The study results showed that visual graphs illustrating information and interconnections
increased the quality of the knowledge sharing within the team, and from the team to those not on
the team. It was found with solid statistical significance that the more emails team members sent
out to recipients who were not an intimate member of the team, the greater likelihood that there
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was higher satisfaction with the final project outcome. The two main insights from this study
showed that there is great value in visual illustration of information, and that system quality
increases when there is an increase in collaboration with those who do not share the immediate
team mental model [79]. Two aspects of communication that influence the quality of team mental
models were found to be: the exchange (i.e. flow) of communication, and the way that information
is conveyed to people [67]. According to Mathieu et al., “teammates with shared mental models
will easily coordinate their actions and be "in sync," whereas differences in team mental models
would likely result in greater process loss and ineffective team processes” [83].
Yen et al., found that shared mental models are the key to supporting interactions that lead
to effectiveness and efficiency within a team; many high performing teams were observed to
communicate less in intense situations which is attributed to greater implicit coordination made
possible through enhanced shared mental models [74]. The reasons for examining the mental
models in design teams, isn’t “so much whether team members have mental models, but rather the
degree of similarity among the models of team members” [90].
A research study performed by Delugach et al. studied the impact of human mental models
on team behavior and performance by obtaining a graphical representation of team members’
mental models for analysis and comparison. The mental models were acquired in a knowledge
capture approach and supporting graphical tool that together allowed the output of mental models.
These output graphs are made of concepts and relations (also commonly known as nodes and edges)
shown in Table 2-2.
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Table 2-2 Concepts and relations of MMAT used for knowledge capture [73].

These graphs were illustrated in the Mental Model Acquisition Tool (MMAT) which elicits
basic nodes (concepts) and their relationships (edges) from the mental models of participants and
also provided metrics to indicate the extent to which team mental models are shared and accurate.
An illustration of the resulting graphs created in the MMAT tool is shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6 The tasks of a team member graphed in MMAT illustrating an individual mental model [73].
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The results of this work showed that the average individual model size was 18.2 concepts
(i.e. nodes), while the average team model contained 49 concepts. This is an increase in the
conceptual graph size of 169% over the average individual model, with this study finding that team
shared mental models contained more detail and depth than the average individual mental model.
It was also found that when team members worked together to create the merged model for the
team, the resulting models were larger and more complete that the merged model of the team
created from multiple individual models. This study will be revisited later in Chapter 3.
To further the knowledge of shared mental models, Mathieu et al. (2005) conducted a study
in which the impact of teammates' shared models was observed using 70 undergraduate teams
performing a series of team missions on a computer flight simulator. The goal of this study was to
explore the relationship between the shared team mental models, and the quality of those models.
The study results showed that that team processes and performance were better in teams sharing
higher quality team shared mental models than among teams evidencing less sharing of mental
models, or who had lower-quality mental models [91]. The study also showed a positively
significant relationship with the performance of the teams [91].
A higher quality model was found to be one that has an increased number of accurately
represented nodes and edges. Shared mental models can influence the team communication in its
role as a shared knowledge structure. Mathieu et al. (2000) conducted a study that paired teams of
college students with an F-16 flight simulation software to determine whether different mental
models in teams could be captured, and to examine whether convergence of teammates' mental
models leads to increased performance. They found that team communication of mental model can
serve as a mediator of the influence of shared mental models on team performance. The study
showed that “similarity of knowledge structures between two team members can predict the quality
of team processes and performance” [83].
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2.6 Visual Communication in Systems Design
Visually illustrating the system design is one method to provide a natural and useful way
to elicit and model different classes of stakeholder requirements and perspectives [92]. Welldesigned visualizations can improve comprehension, memory, and decision making as well as
engage diverse stakeholders in exploration and analysis [78]. Kennedy suggests that it is important
to examine more than just what knowledge is being exchanged but more to understand how
knowledge is being used during each stage of the design process [67]. When knowledge resides in
mental models, then these knowledge structures are essentially cognitive documents [68]. Rouse
and Morris state that considering humans' exquisite pattern recognition abilities, it is likely
cognitive information processing system is particularly adept at processing spatially oriented
information and may tend to store information in that manner. Therefore, it seems reasonable that
mental models are frequently pictorial or imagelike [59]. Expressing mental models through a
visual process such as viewpoints may provide individuals with a higher degree of freedom to
express concepts in ways that they may have otherwise been unable to do. Jonassen and Cho noted
that, visuals can provide information about pictorial specifications of mental models, which are
difficult to be measured by verbal reports [93]. Obtaining a more accurate perspective often requires
several views with some type of formal description of the relationship between the views [94].
Yang et al. defined an individuals’ viewpoint to represent a particular perspective or a set
of perceptions of the problem domain, and state that to meet the needs and expectations of
stakeholders, “it is necessary to capture, model, analyze, and understand their various viewpoints
and to detect and eliminate any inconsistencies and conflicts between these viewpoints [92].
Visualizations catering to a particular viewpoint could thus only provide partial insights and not
completely serve the decision maker’s purpose because they potentially disregard the influence of
other viewpoints [78]. Viewpoints have an associated set of requirements, sources and constraints,
Mannion et al. found that viewpoint documentation can identify requirements overlap and domain
inconsistencies [61] [95].
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In the beginning of a project it is often unclear how requirements are related and how they
are structured and a graphical visualization is a big help in clearing the fog [96]. Kolkman et al.
asserts that “the basic idea is to elicit a person’s knowledge and consequently open it up to
discussion” [11]. Often, the future system users with domain expertise possess insight and
information valuable to the design of a system, but often do not know how to convey this
knowledge, especially in technical terms [62]. There are some cases where valuable interactions
between end users and system designers may not happen at all [97].
Parasuraman et al. found that data transformation into a form that matches the humans
representation of system operations has been found to be a useful design principle [15]. To examine
stakeholder concerns, viewpoint identification is important, but can be difficult [95], especially as
understanding complex technical diagrams and notations can be difficult. From a practitioner’s
point of view, communication is the most common benefit expected from modeling viewpoints
[98]. Madni finds that the ability to successfully communicate an evolving system concept and
design to non-engineer stakeholders remains an elusive goal [55]. Moore finds that “successful
communication is hindered when textual language alone is used for communication. Combining
communication with reference to an artifact can facilitate communication by allowing "design by
doing"” [62]. Ahmar et al. defines management of complexity as the ability of a visual notation to
represent information without overloading the human mind [98]. Although each stakeholder will
have different visualization requirements, some may need to understand how their views fit and
interact with the perspectives of other stakeholders. The approach must therefore allow for multiple
connected views across stakeholders, revealing common touch points and key differences [78].
In a study conducted by Weber and Overbye, the effect of voltage contour maps on the
response time to respond to voltage violation on electrical buses was examined. The results of the
study showed that using visual voltage contours was found highly useful by all participants as they
could identify voltage violations on the maps within 5 seconds. Determining same violations with
standard methods had an average time of 65 seconds [99]. Blackburn et al. defines modeling as the
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cost-effective use of something in place of something else for a cognitive purpose and states that a
model is an abstraction that represents a reality for a purpose [94]. Models provide the means to
state system problems comprehensively, allow the designers and stakeholders to collaborate
effectively during upfront design, and to develop a model on which a real system can be built,
developed, or deployed [100] [55]. Visual illustration enables not only communication of
information, but also promotes creativity, insights, experiences, expectations, and perspectives
[78]. Visual illustration is a vital input as it is internalized as part of a mental model [81]. In the
area of problem-solving and decision-making, an effective graphical representative requires a
relatively short time for understanding and to get the correct response to a given question [98]. A
case study was created in which a client desired to see the progress of the system being built, but
the use case diagram was too complex for the non-technical client to comprehend. The designer
used the visual variable of color brightness, to decrease the complexity and show the project
progression of the use case shown in Figure 2.7. This visual addition to the standard use case
diagram supports the designer’s illustration but expresses it in terms of the client’s viewpoint. The
result was that communications was more effective [98].

Figure 2.7 Brightness as a visual variable to convey project progression [98].
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The use of visual variables for communication was shown to be an effective way to
communicate information to those with different mental models, and to increase knowledge and
information flow [98]. Researchers agree that visual illustration can; decrease the need for special
training in order to comprehend system information, aid in consensus building, and reduce the level
of abstraction to support communication [61] [11] [94]. Assessing mental models by using a
visualization of the future system can provide relevant information on how the viewer understands
the system and what they do not understand [19]. The goal of visualizations is to leverage the
humans highly tuned ability to see patterns and trends, and well-designed visualizations can
improve comprehension, memory, and decision-making [55] [78]. Visualization of information has
been shown as one of the most effective and successful ways to represent knowledge or
information, to diverse collaborators who might lack formal technical or engineering training.
Landman et al. conducted a research study on the influence of visual language and
communication on the development of shared mental models [89]. They assert that Visual
Language is thought to support the creation of a shared mental model. To determine whether or not
this approach is justified, the study was conducted in which various stakeholders had to
cooperatively redesign a process chain system, with and without the use of visual language. Twelve
participants, monitored by four raters, were asked to cooperatively redesign a milk chain; i.e., how
the milk gets from cow to consumer. The participants were asked to prepare stakeholders’ roles;
e.g., the farmer, breeder, and dairy processor. The results of the study showed there were 14
statistically significant categories, and in 11 out of these 14 categories, the use of visual language
was shown to be superior to not using visual communication techniques. All the study results
showed that shared mental models are beneficial to the team, they account for speed, flexibility,
and implementation of a decision and for team performance, and lastly, the study participants
preferred visual illustration over no visual illustration. [89]. This research presents a scientific
foundation for the idea that the use of visual language supports creating a shared mental model, and
emphasizes that visual language can indeed be a valuable tool for cooperative design.
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2.7 Model-Based Systems Engineering as a Visual Tool
Use of models in system design has the potential to provide an effective means for handling
information present in the development environment [4]. Delligatti asserts that “MBSE promises
increased quality and affordability for one simple reason: The cheapest defect to fix is the one you
prevented” [21]. INCOSE defines MBSE as “the formalized application of modeling to support
system requirements, design, analysis, verification and validation activities beginning in the
conceptual design phase and continuing throughout development and later life cycle phases” [101].
As a graphical approach, MBSE was designed as a method to see systems as a whole and Karban
et al. found that in all disciplines and tasks where MBSE was applied, there was a remarkable
increase in the depth and effectiveness of understanding the problem. It was also found that the
resulting communication exchange was more timely, precise and widespread than if MBSE had not
been used [96].
The research literature has identified three elements that are used to perform MBSE: a
modeling language, a modeling method (process), and a modeling tool [21]. These three elements
and their interrelationships with each other and with the model are shown in Figure 2.8. According
to London, “MBSE provides consistency of terms and definitions, a reduction in the defects
attributed to the communication and identification of requirements, and provides a common canvas
on which system designers can output and refine their mental model of a potential system” [3].
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Figure 2.8 The Three Pillars of MBSE, and their interrelationships [102].

The use of MBSE was proved to reduce the number of errors built into system design,
“results indicate that up to 40% fewer requirement defects were found on MBSE programs” [103].
“MBSE does not make the work of designing a good system any easier, it simply
takes the unnecessary artifacts of the complete document-based approaches
away from the engineering design process and allows this effort to focus more
on the engineering of better systems” [21].
One of the languages that support the field of MBSE is the Systems Modeling Language
(SysML), which was developed by the Object Modeling Group (OMG) as a SE version of the
Unified Modeling Language (UML) used in software engineering. The OMG group, authors of
UML, realized that UML does not provide adequate facilities for dealing with different audiences,
each focusing on diverse concerns and viewpoints [98]. SysML was developed as an answer to
this need because comprehensive understanding and analysis of the underlying information is
becoming increasingly challenging [78], in the design of complex STSs.
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As a relatively young language, SysML provides a vendor-supported unified visual
modeling notation tool for the systems engineering process. As Sibbald and McKorkle state in
their work on reducing chaos in complex systems, “SysML is used for the specification, analysis,
design, verification and validation of systems that may include hardware, software, data,
personnel, procedures and facilities” [104]. SysML was created to improve communication among
all stakeholders involved with a system, and to host more efficient knowledge management
structures, reduce redundancy, and improve the early detection of errors and therefor reduce
system cost [3]. Friedenthal states that “SysML supports the practice of model-based systems
engineering (MBSE) that is used to developed systems solutions in response to complex and often
technologically challenging problems” [6].
The model-based method provides a great step forward in system design, simulation, and
illustrating interactions between individuals and the system. “A model-driven approach lets you
partition your project and reassemble it in multiple scenarios. Test development occurs in parallel,
allowing test teams to fully understand the application and its functions the moment they begin
work” [104]. System models cannot solve problems or make decisions, but modeling the system
in SysML can make the problem more manageable [11].
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) defines a model as “an
approximation, representation, or idealization of selected aspects of the structure, behavior,
operation, or other characteristics of a real-world process, concept, or system” [105]. Hybertson
defines a model as “explicit approximation, representation, or idealization of selected aspects of
the structure, behavior, operation, properties, or other characteristics that can be associated with
one or more systems” [106]. Behl and Ferreira state that to create, build, and use models, a
contributing factor is understanding the interconnections, without which the engineer would not
be able to clearly understand all the system interfaces [20]. Richard Soley, OMG chairman and
Chief Executive Officer asserts that SysML “is not intended only to implement large complex
systems but also to communicate their design” [21]. Delligatti states that “SysML is a language
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— a medium for communicating ideas from one person to another” [21]. With the growing
awareness of the high levels of complexity that are becoming the norm in modern STSs,
management of system development complexity can no longer be done using traditional
document-centric methods [64]. In dealing with systems, people approach complexity by
narrowing the system model to focus to those aspects of a system that appear to be relevant or
appear to have impact on the system. “A model is a representation of something. It captures not
all attributes of the represented thing, but rather only those seeming relevant” [107].
The traditional system engineering system process is centered on the massive amounts of
documents generated for each aspect of the system, but these documents are often “isolated from
the actual system design and defined with ambiguous, natural language” [3]. Using these
document-based artifacts for knowledge management results in several issues; difficulty
maintaining the consistency and validity of information; ineffective information retrieval; and
time spent maintaining documentation that would be better used performing value-added system
work. A major benefit of SysML is its role as a knowledge repository; capable of replacing the
large array of various documents used to communicate the system with a model that contains the
same knowledge of the systems and its connections.
This graphical modeling approach also frees up mental work space, externalizes
information held internally [67], and provides traceability and transparency to all parties [108]. As
a graphical modeling language, SysML provides a more visual way to design the system being
created. Design is performed using the nine diagrams types that SysML provides, which are
classified in four diagram categories, behavioral, requirement, structural, and parametric. An
example of each of the 9 diagram types are given in Appendix A. Behavioral diagrams are
composed of four diagram types, Activity Diagrams, Sequence Diagrams, State Machine
Diagrams, and Use Case Diagrams. Research indicates that these are one of the most suitable
categories of diagrams to illustrate the system to stakeholders and end users. Requirements
diagrams model system requirements, their interrelationships, and relationships with other system
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elements [55]. Requirements diagrams are used to visually display text-based requirements, and
their relationships (containment, derive requirement, and copy), and the other model elements that
satisfy, verify, and refine them [21]. Structural Diagrams display the structural design of the system
and include Block Definition Diagrams that model system structure, and Internal Block Diagrams
that represent interfaces and interconnections within a block [55]. The Parametric Diagrams
represent constraints on system parameter values [55]. These diagrams express equations,
parameters, and logical relationships to constrain or calculate block properties. The organizational
structure of SysML is shown in Figure 2.9, showing diagram type, classification, and the
relationships between UML and SysML diagrams. According to Friedenthal, many envision
SysML becoming the standard systems engineering language [6]. Modeling languages not only
allow architects to document and communicate the human viewpoint, it will also allow for the
traceability and integration of these constructs with system architecture artifacts [64].

Figure 2.9 Structural hierarchy of the SysML diagrams [109].

Each of the nine diagrams show one facet of the design, and by giving a more complete
representation of systems, SysML helps in error and ambiguity reduction. It also “greatly improves
the value of systems models, compared to pure textual systems descriptions” [3].
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2.8 Summary
Kolkman et al. wrote that an open, honest, and effective dialogue among all relevant
stakeholders is a critical aspect of developing multiple perspectives of the system [11]. Mathieu et
al. suggested that team processes are likely to be influenced by shared mental models with the
greatest impact expected in decision-making and communication. When team members hold
widely different mental models, teammates will have difficulty coordinating their efforts [83].
Melguizo et al. assert that mental models should be assessed early in the design process [19].
A potential property of effective team development is the realization of existence of shared
mental models within teams. Research indicates the realization of shared mental models within
teams fosters more elaboration during information sharing, and positively impacts decision-making
performance [82]. Teams found it easier to interact when they were “all on the same page” so to
speak [67]. Successfully understanding the mental models of the team members is also important
to anticipate the possible areas where conflicts might emerge and where communication and
viewpoint reconciliations might be required [60]. A system is first born in the mind of a stakeholder
or designer as an idea to fulfil an existing need, a perceived need, or to create a system to generate
and then fill a need identified by a stakeholder. As it is the mind that creates the first model of the
system, human cognition and mental models are the foundation of system design [17], [18].
As mental models focus on past information, data, and experiences, many of the
components involved in the decision-making process are based in the past. Consequently, these
behaviors may no longer be guided by deliberately formed intentions, but are accompanied by a
rather limited process of decision making [87] which can lead to cognitive shortcuts. Fortunately,
collaboration with other individuals holding different mental models is beneficial, and even
necessary for increased innovation [73] because it can challenge these cognitive shortcuts. All this
prior research indicates that an effective approach to eliciting useful and accurate feedback from
system stakeholders has not yet been completely developed. This need is also exacerbated by the
lack of communication among parties involved in the system design, indicating that there is a big
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part of the picture of the system design that has yet to be developed. The concepts in this review
have shown work performed by researchers to improve the design, construction, and operation of
systems. But traditional methods of approaching research and design are becoming less effective
in the pursuit of continuous system improvement.
Qureshi states that “the complexity of modern sociotechnical systems poses a challenging
area of interdisciplinary research. Thus, there is a compelling need for researchers to step outside
their traditional boundaries in order to capture the complexity of modern sociotechnical systems
from a broad systemic view” [40]. “Sustaining success in complex situations presents challenges
where classic approaches to projects, programs, and processes may fall short” [26]. Overall,
researchers appear to agree that there have been many accomplishments and discoveries regarding
the art of designing and using complex systems, but they have also found that there are some very
important research areas that are still not yet addressed. Most of these areas as stated in this
literature review chapter are related to the interactions between people and systems; both in the
design phase, and later on when using the system. In this chapter, the following research needs
were identified,
1. Systems designers must be able to easily and clearly communicate with stakeholders, users,
and other designers [3].
2. A method is needed to reduce flaws built into systems during system design. These flaws
can result in both active failures and latent conditions within systems [40] [39]. Active
failures were described earlier in this chapter as direct actions of people interacting with
the system in a manner that can result in a failure, and latent conditions result from
“resident pathogens”, or flaws, that might be built into the system during design.
3. Improving the mental models of people involved with the system, both individual and
shared mental models, is vitally important [60], [67].
4.

If the mental model is the heart of the decision-making process [86], then a method to
more effectively communicate mental models is needed.

5. When unsuccessful communication contributes to flawed requirements [62], then
improvements in the elicitation and definition of requirements are needed.
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6. Illustrating the system through the use of modeling or graphical representation is needed
as most engineering models originated before digital technology; these models have not
kept pace with the fast change in technological revolution [40].
7. The use of viewpoints [95] in the beginning of system design should be explored further to
discover any benefits and effects on mental models of those involved with the system.
There is very little research on the value of eliciting and displaying stakeholder mental
models, perspectives, or viewpoints during system design, and therefore this is the main research
topic that will be examined by this thesis. These research needs as stated above are far too extensive
to be explored by this thesis alone, but fortunately, there is a growing interest in these areas which
will hopefully continue to increase in the future.
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Chapter 3
Method: Including Mental Model Concepts in System Design
As was shown in Chapter 2, researchers agree including consideration of the human mental
models of those individuals involved in the design of systems would be beneficial to the design
process. The proposed benefits would be more effective design, increased communication between
individuals involved with the design, and decrease the potential for system failures during use.

3.1 Motivation
While conducting the background research on complex STSs, the SE design process, and
the underlying causes of system failures, several topics appeared to be significant root causes of
issues found within the design and use of complex systems. These potential causes are:
• Scarcity of knowledge and understanding of human mental models and the relationships
between diverse mental models [59], [67], [81].
• System designers should incorporate differing perspectives, beliefs, concerns, and desires
more effectively into the early design process, and they need to communicate more
effectively to stakeholders and users [19] [46] [78].
• The need to realize the value of using MBSE to include stakeholders in the early system
design process [110]–[112].
• The need for a method to graphically illustrate the system design and the perspectives of
those who have an interest in the system [61] [113].
The review of relevant literature indicated that these four possible sources of negative
system impacts can contribute to unnecessary increases in complexity in system design and
operation, and lead to greater chance of malfunctions, failures, or rework with a resulting increase
in cost and time. This thesis was motivated by a desire to examine aspects related to these areas to
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determine if there is an answer that might be applied to the SE design process. The answer would
optimally result in reductions of negative elements, and increases in the quality of both the design
process and the future system itself. This proposed method must also include a way to improve the
communication of differing concerns and perspectives of the decision-makers and stakeholders
who are involved in the design process. This thesis research will examine SysML as a method,
through its viewpoint and view capabilities, to increase stakeholder participation in the early system
design process and to provide a common canvas to communicate with other individuals or groups
holding different mental models. This study is the first one of its kind in that it will attempt to
illustrate concepts of human mental models in a widely-used language used in systems engineering,
SysML.

3.2 Thesis Questions
While examining the existing literature, it became apparent that little research has explored
methods to actually record and incorporate human mental models into the system design process.
This could partly be attributed to: the belief that human cognitive processes are not considered part
of ‘real’ engineering, the perception that the purpose of engineering is solely to design the technical
aspects of systems, or even the belief that it is not possible to elicit concepts of mental models that
would actually be usable for the design process. Fortunately, there is a growing interest in research
that explores the relationship between humans and the system they create and use. To contribute to
this research, the following research questions emerged as interesting topics for investigation.

Thesis Question 1:
Can the Viewpoint and View capabilities provided by SysML be shown to represent another
method to display aspects of human mental models?

Thesis Question 2:
Would a visual modeling approach to system design, such as SysML Viewpoints and Views, allow
parties associated with early system design (i.e. designers and stakeholders) to more easily
communicate and collaborate?
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Thesis Question 3:
Would graphically illustrating the viewpoints of various stakeholders contribute to increased
communication of perspectives in system design teams, and result in a system design more in line
with the concerns of stakeholders?
The stated research questions all lead to the more holistic query of whether or not it’s
possible to incorporate more consideration of human cognition into the system during system
design. Could it be that the often-ignored human aspect of systems might actually increase the value
of the system, and lead to better overall system design? Is it even possible to put primary focus on
the technical side of systems (and even technology is designed by human creativity and cognition)
and end up with the most optimal system design possible for that particular system?
The method for answering the research questions will need to document human elements
relevant to the system, such as mental models, viewpoints, perspectives, etc., and give designers
more insight into the design performed for the system. This method would also need to give
decision-makers more, and better, information with which to make decisions related to the system.
And lastly, it should enable the stakeholders involved with the system to have a voice and be able
to communicate it to both other stakeholders, and to the decision-makers.
This research will propose that SysML is a method, through the viewpoint and view design
elements, to increase stakeholder participation and inclusion in the early system design process. In
addition, as a visual modeling language, SysML would be an approach to output the mental model
of the designers and provide a common canvas to communicate this viewpoint to others with
different mental models. It is proposed that an understanding of the differing viewpoints and mental
models would contribute to more optimal system outcomes by satisfying the concerns and desires
of all parties involved with the system.
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3.3 Research Method
To accomplish the goal of this thesis research, the following actions were performed: 1)
literature review on areas relevant to complex systems, human mental models, visual illustration
and communication of information, human and system interaction, system failures and errors in
system design, MBSE (specifically SysML), and Viewpoints and Views, 2) identification of the
research questions that provide the purpose of this thesis, 3) investigation of relevant methods
already performed and proven in research, as references for developing the method for eliciting
stakeholder viewpoints, 4) development of a simple illustration of viewpoints and views, based on
a system applicable to the majority of people, for comparing graphs of mental models with the
concept of viewpoints and views, 5) collection and graphing of stakeholder viewpoints for a real
system to demonstrate the viability of using viewpoints and views in the design process of an actual
system, and 6) determining the potential artifacts that would populate the views. These artifacts
would need to be created during the design process to satisfy the concerns stated by stakeholders.
The rationale supporting the proposed method, is that viewpoints should list concerns
extracted from mental models of stakeholders, and that decision-makers should then create artifacts
for the view that will address these concerns. This viewpoints and views approach would obtain
stakeholder input in the earliest stages of system design where it will have the most impact on the
future system. This input from stakeholders would put the decision-makers on the same page with
the stakeholders, and provide more a shared mental model between these two groups that can be
used for increased communication since both parties will be referencing the shared elements.
To address the thesis questions, Question 1 (i.e. can SysML viewpoints and views be shown
to represent human mental models?) will be addressed using a comparison of an example system
that will be illustrated in SysML viewpoints and views, and then converted into an approach from
a prior study that mapped the human mental models of individuals on teams. Question 2 (Can
SysML viewpoints and views allow people associated with early system design more easily
communicate and collaborate?) will be addressed with an application of viewpoints and views in a
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real system’s concept design to elicit stakeholder perspectives of a critical subsystem. Question 3
(Would graphically illustrating the viewpoints of various stakeholders contribute to increased
communication of perspectives in system design teams, and result in a system design more in line
with the concerns of stakeholders?) will be addressed through the same applications of viewpoints
and views but will examine whether the participants in the system design felt they contributed any
benefits to the design of the system. The general methodology and the associated approaches used
in this method are shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Method for the research approach used in this thesis

The figure shows four main steps, Conduct Literature Review, Identify Thesis Questions,
Question 1 Approach, and Question 2 & 3 Approach. The approaches used in the questions will
use: SysML, a study that used the Mental Model Acquisition Tool (MMAT), the Pathfinder
Networks Theory, the WinWin requirements negotiation model, and Conversation Theory. These
approaches will be briefly described in the next section.
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3.3.1 Prior Relevant Methods
The third phase of the research method used for this thesis, after conducting the literature
review and developing the thesis questions stated earlier, was the comparison of prior research
related to mental models and system design, with the purpose of supporting the stakeholder
viewpoints elicitation process used in the next chapter. Three areas of research were found to
support a method to elicit stakeholder viewpoints:
•

A research study that graphed mental models of team members using the Mental Model
Acquisition Tool (MMAT) software.

•

The Pathfinder Networks approach.

•

A combination of Conversation Theory and the WinWin requirements elicitation method.
These three areas will be examined in the next sections, and some elements of this prior

research will be used to form the method used to elicit the viewpoints from stakeholders.

3.3.1.1 MMAT
The mental model graphing research study performed by Delugach et al., mentioned in the
literature review, examined impacts of human mental models on team behavior and performance
by eliciting graphical depictions of mental models. The study compared the combined knowledge
of team members to the knowledge of a non-team “expert” observer [73]. In knowledge assessment
process, experts (individuals with a more holistic outlook of the system in question) have a critical
role during the evaluation of the knowledge structures of individuals [114]. In this study, the mental
model concepts were acquired through the use of conceptual graphs and a graphical tool, the
MMAT. These graphs were illustrated through the use of basic nodes (concepts) and their edges
(relations), shown in Table 3.1, that represented mental models of participants. Both Table 3.1 and
Figure 3.2 were given earlier, and will be shown again to more fully explain the study that used
MMAT.
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Table 3-1 Concepts and relations of MMAT used for knowledge capture [73].

When using the concepts and relations to create conceptual graphs of a manufacturing
process, Delugach et al. limited participants to certain elements to increase consistency and
decrease the burden on, and need for training for, study participants. The use of some of these
concepts and relations will be explored in the illustration of a graph created in the MMAT tool
shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 The tasks of a team member graphed in MMAT illustrating an individual mental model [73].

This figure displays a team member’s concept of a process that involves a person Alice
‘Team Member: Alice’, who performs the ‘Role: Leader’ who performs the ‘Task: Review Scope
of Work’ which goes to the ‘Product: Action Items’. In another work stream, ‘Team Member:
Alice’ also performs an unnamed task that Uses the ‘Product: Action Items’. The naming of the
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nodes, i.e. Team Member, Role, Task, etc. designated that these are the nodes listed in Table 3-1,
and also the name of the relationships between the nodes, i.e. Performs, Goes To, Uses, etc. are the
edges shown in Table 3-1. The researchers for this study then combined the individual concepts of
team members in through the use of Conceptual Graphs. Conceptual graphs are a graphical logic
representation that can be used to represent general knowledge. Performing inference with concepts
graphs can be computationally tractable while also being humanly readable [73]. Several of the
conceptual graphs created by Delugach et al., were used for illustration purposes, they are: two
individual team members conceptual graphs of mental models, the combination of these two
concepts into a combined concept, and lastly, the mental model of an ‘expert’ observer was used
as comparison to the combined model. The individual mental model concept graphs are given in
Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 Two individual concepts (i.e. mental model outputs) independent of each other, adapted from [73].

These concepts are solely from the individual and limited perspective of the person who
created it, they do not take into account other concepts, and there is no collaboration between the
people who created these individual concepts. The next conceptual graph was shown as a combined
version of the two individual concept maps, shown in Figure 3.4, and developed a combined but
still incomplete concept, that displays the total unique nodes and associations of both individual
concepts [73].
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Figure 3.4 Two individual models combined, but not resulting in any new learning, adapted from [73].

There was an overlap since the first node before “HasRole” in each team member concept
was the same, and therefore were combined. For these two concepts, there was no learning resulting
from this combination process as both concepts were fully developed before being integrated
together without leaving room for collaboration early in a process. The last conceptual graph
displayed by the researchers was a concept map of an “observer” of the MMAT study. These
observers were considered an expert on what should be included in the concepts and they developed
their concept model by overseeing the creation of the individual concepts. In other words, they have
seen the “big picture” of how the concepts relate to each other and their concept was used as a
metric comparison of individual and combined concept completeness. A conceptual graph of the
mental model of the observer is given in Figure 3.5, note the additional node in the lower right
corner of the concept.

Figure 3.5 The concept of the "Expert" in MMAT, larger than the combined concepts adapted from [73].

The observer in this study performed observations and supervision of those developing
individual and team conceptual graphs, but as they were not focused on just one perspective of the
process, their concept map was more comprehensive. As stated in Chapter 2, the results of this
study showed the average individual model size was 18.2 concepts (i.e. nodes), while the average
team model contained 49 concepts. This is an increase in the conceptual graph size of 169% over
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the average individual model, with this study finding that team shared mental models contained
more detail and depth than the average individual mental model. It was also found that when team
members worked together to create the compiled model for the team, the resulting models were
larger and more complete than the merged model of the team created from multiple individual
models. This does not advocate the concept that more is always better, but in this particular
situation, the more knowledge possessed during system design, the better the design will be due to
improved decision-making. The shared nodes in these compiled models were the shared mental
models of the team members, and the compiled concepts allowed the researchers to determine what
knowledge was shared by the team. If the people involved in system design were enabled to know
what knowledge they shared with other multidisciplinary team members, and what knowledge was
not shared and therefore might need to be communicated, this would increase the effectiveness of
information transfer and lead to a more comprehensive system design approach.

3.3.1.2 Pathfinder
The Pathfinder Networks approach was first developed in the 1980’s for the software
engineering field to map knowledge and the relationships between knowledge during software
design. It was especially useful to for eliciting requirements from stakeholders to ensure the
software would meet the wants and needs of the stakeholders. Pathfinder networks are graphical
structures that are based on Graph Theory. Graph theory is based on the concepts of nodes and
links between nodes, with sets or groups of nodes and links then presented in the form of a graph
with weights associated with the links [115]. The Pathfinder method uses individual judgments of
the relationships between concepts/constructs in a domain as a basis to develop an empirically
derived representation of knowledge about the concepts/constructs [115]. The Pathfinder method
was used for a study by Goldsmith et al. to examine students’ cognitive representations of
classroom learning. They applied the structural approach, which aimed to reveal the structure of an
individual’s domain knowledge, in three steps:
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1. knowledge elicitation
2. knowledge representation
3. evaluation of an individual’s knowledge representation.
The study result indicated that Pathfinder technique had an important potential as an
individual assessment tool for knowledge capture [114]. A method to develop graphical pathfinder
networks was elaborated by Dunlap and Grabinger [116] to show how pathfinder networks use
multidimensional scaling techniques to provide a graphical representation of how people
understand the interrelatedness of concepts within a content domain. This study focused on the
knowledge possessed by 19 graduate students in a college course. The first step was to create the
instructional message design concepts that could be used by the students to create their pathfinder
networks. The concepts are shown in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2 Concept used during pathfinder network generation by graduate students [116].

The next step for this study was to use the concept in the table above and start relating them to each
other based on the relationships that participants felt they had in common. A pathfinder network
for this study is shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 Graphical representation of a pathfinder network [116].

Lastly, ‘experts’ pathfinder networks were compared with those of the students to illustrate
how much the students know compared to someone who would be considered an expert on the
subject, such as a professor. An example of an expert pathfinder network is shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7 Expert pathfinder network [116].
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This approach to mapping pathfinder networks is very similar to that of the MMAT study
in the last section, and this lends support to the method for this thesis which will utilize the
pathfinder approach. In the research in this thesis, the pathfinder approach will be a supporting
concept for the method used to capture the viewpoints of the stakeholders who were asked to
identify the most critical concepts related to a specific topic. Then their responses were used to
generate appropriate mental models with a graphical approach in a similar manner as the pathfinder
networks approach does.

3.3.1.3 Conversation Theory and the WinWin Model
There are two more areas of prior research that support the method proposed for this thesis,
Conversation Theory, and WinWin Negotiation Model. The concept of conversation theory was
developed by Pask to examine the interactions lead to construction of knowledge, or ‘knowing’ of
something [117]. Conversation theory explores the emergence of knowledge by means of
conversations among participants, supported by modeling facilities and suitable communication
[118]. There are three 3 levels of conversation proposed in this theory: Natural language (general
discussion), Object Language (Discussion of subject matter), Metalanguage (talking about learning
or languages) [119]. The method used to elicit viewpoints and views in this thesis was mainly based
on the object language level (as when talking about the system and concerns related to the system)
but the natural language level was present as well in discussions related to the objects of the system.
The WinWin negotiation model [120], developed by USC Center for Software
Engineering, provides a general framework for requirements negotiation. In WinWin, stakeholders
begin with eliciting their win conditions for the system in question (their optimal outcome),
identifying issues (e.g., conflicts), generating options to resolve the issues, negotiating the options,
and reaching agreements. The WinWin model provides a general framework for identifying and
resolving requirement conflicts by eliciting and negotiating artifacts such as win conditions, issues,
options, and agreements [121]. The WinWin model is composed of five steps which are,
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Step 1: Elicit Win Conditions: Each stakeholder identifies their win conditions. This step
provides the basis for identification of ideal project features by stakeholders.
Step 2: Identify Issues (Conflicts): The lists of win conditions are then reviewed to
identify issues or conflicts. The step is accomplished in categories of direct conflict, as well as
potential conflict.
Step 3: Explore Conflict-Resolution Options: The stakeholders can use the
understanding gained from Step 2 to generate conflict-resolution options. It is best to generate a list
of options which may emphasize those characteristics preferred by each stakeholder, but that
include some balance representing needed conditions of all stakeholders.
Step 4. Explore Objective Criteria: The process of identifying preference functions
begins with expression of criteria of importance, followed by identification of options under
consideration.
Step 5: Assess Options based on the Criteria: Once the list of criteria is developed, each
stakeholder assesses each option's performance on each criterion.
The main element of the WinWin model for this research on viewpoints and views, is that
it also takes into account the concerns (conflicts) of the stakeholders in step 2 of the method. “If a
conflict among stakeholders’ win conditions is determined, an issue schema is composed,
summarizing the conflict and the win conditions it involves” [121]. The conflict identified in this
issue schema would be the concerns in a viewpoint, while the win conditions would be the artifacts
in the view corresponding (that would answer to) to that viewpoint.

3.3.2 Communication using SysML and Viewpoints and Views
This section will examine two relatively new SysML capabilities; stakeholder Viewpoints
and associated Views. These two elements are displayed within a SysML View and Viewpoint
diagram. The viewpoint is created after eliciting input from system design stakeholders, and will
focus primarily on what particular concerns or interests are important to that person or group. The
view is created within the constraints of a particular viewpoint to address the concerns of the
particular individual or group. A viewpoint is essentially the location that the stakeholder is coming
from, and the view is what they will see of the project or problem being studied. The method for
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the creation of these elements will be shown with an example of an Automatic Teller Machine
(ATM) system that will have two main stakeholders involved in a specific transaction with the
ATM. The elements of the viewpoint and views for this example will then be compared with a prior
study that mapped human mental models to discover how the SysML viewpoint/view concept
relates to the concept of mental models.

3.3.2.1 Viewpoints
A viewpoint in SysML describes the point of view, or perspective, of a set of stakeholders
by framing the concerns of the stakeholders along with methods for producing views that address
the stated concerns. The stakeholder in the view and viewpoint diagrams denotes an individual or
a group with concerns related to the system or problem in question. Specific attributes to the
Stakeholder element include both,
1. concernList: which is a complete listing of all concerns for this stakeholder, displayed as a
comment that is drawn into the viewpoint and its views. Due to the size of a concern list of
concerns, the majority of concerns included in the comment can’t be fully displayed in the
viewpoint.
2. concern: which is a particular concern or a concern list that would be fully displayed in the
concern section of the viewpoint [122]. In this thesis, the concern element was selected as
the way to illustrate concerns in the viewpoints to ensure the concerns are fully displayed
in the viewpoints. A default stakeholder symbol is shown in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8 SysML stakeholder who owns a viewpoint
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The viewpoint element is a class in SysML and has been defined as “a specification of the
conventions and rules for constructing and using a view for the purpose of addressing a set of
stakeholder concerns” [113]. The definition of viewpoints in literature was given earlier in Chapter
2, but to restate the concept, a viewpoint represents a particular perspective or a set of perceptions
of the problem domain, and that it is necessary to capture, model, analyze, and understand various
viewpoints [92]. The default viewpoint in SysML is shown in Figure 3.9, and contains several
attributes in the viewpoint, and the most important one in the concern attribute. The concern is the
voice of the viewpoint holder and displays that which is of interest or of importance to that
stakeholder.

Figure 3.9 Generic viewpoint awaiting entry of information.

The viewpoint attributes [113], [122], that are illustrated in the viewpoint in Figure 3.9 are,
•

Concern: The interest(s) and concerns of the stakeholders for the system being designed.
Concerns can be brought into the viewpoint as either an individual concern, or a list of
concerns. A concern would be something that is of interest or concern to that particular
stakeholder about a specific system or subsystem. For example, concerns can be questions
such as “If I need to make a withdrawal from an ATM, will the ATM still accept
transactions outside normal business hours?”, or concerns can be statements like “I need
to make sure that I bring my debit card with me so I can make a withdrawal from an ATM”.

•

Language: The languages used to construct the viewpoint, or the languages that denote
the content that will be represented. This attribute can be used to ensure that all the
stakeholders are using the same communication tool or language. If a computer engineer
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is looking at the system with a language of C++, and a systems engineer is looking at the
system through SyML, this needs to be understood to ensure that proper communication
constraints
•

Method: This represents any methods used by the decision-makers to construct the
associated views for this viewpoint and describes the expectation of what stakeholder(s)
wish to see exposed from the model, how the stakeholder wants information presented, and
in what kind of artifact helps to stakeholder understand the information [122].

•

Presentation: The specifications for formatting and styling the view. Information may be
presented to the stakeholder in any view format specified by the viewpoint, which may
include Figures, tables, plots, entire documents, presentation slides, or video. Examples of
this would be a word document, a presentation, the SysML model itself, or another type of
model such as a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) drawing.

•

Purpose: The purpose gives the reason for analyzing the stakeholder concerns.

3.3.2.2 Views
A view is defined as a representation of a system or subsystem from the perspective of a
single viewpoint. A view is essentially a viewpoint model, a subset of the main model that is
modified to show only those parts of the model that would be influential to the viewpoint. Views
are allowed to import other elements and artifacts that conform to the viewpoint [113]. The view is
a SysML model element that represents a real artifact to be presented to stakeholders to address
stated concerns in the associated viewpoint. The view conforms to its viewpoint in terms of the
viewpoint stakeholders, concerns, method, language, and presentation requirements [122]. These
attributes are shown in a blank and generic view shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10 Generic view with related attributes.
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View Attributes,
•

Exposed Elements: Anything that is exposed by the view, including artifacts, concepts, or
knowledge that are the elements of the view that answer the concerns in the viewpoint.
These elements are artifacts the view will show the stakeholder to answer, or least address,
their stated concerns from the viewpoint. Examples of these exposed elements would be: a
written report, a CAD drawing, a specific subset of requirements that answers the concerns,
or other artifacts related to the system.

•

Stakeholder: The stakeholder who would use the view is derived from the viewpoint the
view conforms to. This is pointing back to the original stakeholder who holds the viewpoint
that this view and its elements are addressing. The stakeholder could be an organization, a
specific group, or an individual.

•

Viewpoint: The viewpoint for this view, derived from the supplier of the «conform»
dependency/relationship whose client is this view [113]. This element provides traceability
to show which viewpoint this view and its elements were created to address.
The information may be presented to the stakeholder in any format specified by the

viewpoint, which may include Figures, tables, plots, entire documents, presentation slides, or video.
While the view is a SysML construct that exists within a model, artifacts generated from views can
exist outside of the modeling environment [122]. Examples of this would be a word document, a
presentation, the SysML model itself, or another type of model such as a Computer-Aided Design
(CAD) drawing. The viewpoint and views will utilize two main types of associations, the
<<conform>> and the <<expose>> relationships which are shown in Figure 3.11. The conform
relationship is a generalization between a view and a viewpoint, where the views will conform to
the viewpoint. The expose relationship relates a view to one or more model elements that are
navigated to extract the desired information through the method of the viewpoint. So, the element
that relates and makes up the view will be “exposed” by the view, while the view will “conform”
to the viewpoint. A simple representation of the relationship of a view and viewpoint in a SysML
model are given in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Example of a basic view and viewpoint and their associations

This example shows the relationship between the view (purple), which conforms to the
viewpoint (tan), and the element (blue) that is exposed by the view to answer the concerns of the
viewpoint. This is a simple example of the relationships in a vv diagram, but the next section will
illustrate a more complex example of the application of SysML viewpoints and views in a system.
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Chapter 4
Comparison of Viewpoints and Views in SysML to Human Mental
Models in MMAT
This chapter will present a comparison between a simple system illustrated in SysML
viewpoints and views, and the concept of mapping mental models used by Delugach et al. [73] in
the study that mapped mental models using the MMAT. The familiar and straightforward concept
of a transaction with an Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) will be utilized to illustrate the
development of SysML viewpoints and views associated with a system such as this. For the
example, the system will be performing a specific subset of the transaction capabilities of which an
ATM provides, that of customer account inquiry and withdrawal. There are two entities involved
with this example transaction, the customer performing the transaction, and the bank that will
supervise and enable to ATM to perform the transaction for the customer. First the transaction will
be modeled in SysML to show the supporting diagrams for the example. Once these diagrams are
built, associated viewpoints and views will be created for both the customer and the bank. The
viewpoints and views will them be translated into the format used by the MMAT to determine if
concepts of SysML viewpoints and views are relatable to human mental models from MMAT.

4.1 SysML Viewpoints and Views of an ATM Transaction
To show the concept of viewpoints and views in a real application that most readers would
be familiar with, a specific transaction at a bank ATM will be examined from the distinct
perspectives of an ATM customer and the bank that manages the ATM. This example follows a
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customer desiring to use the ATM to review their account balance and then withdraw a moderate
amount of cash. The customer would like this experience to be as user-friendly and hassle-free as
possible. The bank is the administrator of the ATM and, as such, will be responsible for ensuring
that the customer’s needs are met. Of the nine diagrams that SysML provides, one of the most
popular for showing the system functionality, or the desired goals for the system, is the Use Case
Diagram (more information on all the SysML diagrams is given in Appendix A). The use case
diagram in SysML for this transaction is given in Figure 4.1. A Use Case is a specification of
behavior (uses for the system), it shows the actions that will be taken or imitated by the actors in
the use case diagram. The actors in the use case diagram represent people or systems that will act
on the system and initiate or perform the use case behaviors.

Figure 4.1 SysML use case diagram for an ATM Account Inquiry and Withdrawal Transaction
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This particular ATM transaction is contained within the block “Select ATM Use Cases”
that contains the specific uses, displayed as ovals that the ATM will satisfy. The actors are
associated to use cases in which they are involved as shown in the diagram, and the use cases in
purple belong to the Bank actor, and those that are in blue are shared by both ‘Bank’ and ‘Customer’
actors. Another of the widely-used diagrams provided by SysML is the Requirements Diagram,
which is a modeling construct used to represent text-based system requirements. These diagrams
are used to list, refine, and trace requirements for a system, and capture requirements hierarchies
and derivations. Notional requirements for this example ATM transaction to take place are given
in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. These two diagrams show general requirements that must be satisfied in
order for this Account Inquiry and Withdrawal (AI&W) transaction to occur. The requirements are
not in particular order and relationships between requirements were not included for simplification.

Figure 4.2 Requirements for ‘Customer’ to check account balance and withdraw cash

In order for the customer to successfully use the ATM, four requirements are listed for
ATM Customer Use, that is: the customer must have a balance in their account greater than the
withdrawal amount, possess a debit card to use during ATM login process, the ATM must contain
enough cash to satisfy the customer needs, and the ATM must be able to perform the requested
transactions for the customer. As the bank is the administrator of the ATM, the bank is responsible
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for meeting four main requirements: The ATM must be on and ready for the customer to use, the
ATM must contain sufficient cash for the withdrawal transaction, the ATM must be successful
maintained, and the ATM must send the required status reports to the bank system.

Figure 4.3 Requirements diagram showing the requirements the Bank must meet.

In order for the customer to successfully use the ATM, four main requirements are listed
for ATM Customer Use, that is: the customer must have a balance in their account greater than the
withdrawal amount, possess a debit card to use during ATM login process, the ATM must contain
enough cash to satisfy the customer withdrawal needs, and the ATM must be able to perform the
requested transactions for the customer.
As the bank is the administrator of the ATM, the bank is responsible for meeting four main
requirements: The ATM must be on and ready for the customer to use, the ATM must contain
sufficient cash for the withdrawal transaction, the ATM must be successfully maintained, and the
ATM must send the required status reports to the bank system. From these requirements diagrams
and the use case diagram listed earlier in, the viewpoint diagram for the ‘ATM Customer’, shown
in Figure 4.4, was generated in SysML to show the concerns that interest this particular system
stakeholder. The customer concerns for this ATM transaction were stated as “Need to check
account balance and then withdraw cash from ATM”.
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Figure 4.4 ATM Customer viewpoint and view diagram for the AI&W transaction

The viewpoint has an associated view that conforms to the viewpoint as shown with the
view ‘ATM Customer (Account Inquiry and Withdrawal)’. This view will then expose five
elements that are contained in this view, the block ‘Bank Account’, the block diagram ‘ATM
Structure’, the use case diagram ‘ATM Use Cases - AI&W’ as before given in Figure 4.1, the
sequence diagram ‘On-Screen User Instructions’, and the requirements diagram ‘Use
Requirements’ earlier given in Figure 4.2. All the SysML elements in this view are given in
Appendix B. These five view components would be the particular elements answering or
addressing the concerns stated in this viewpoint. The viewpoint and view of the bank for this AI&W
transaction were created, and the bank concerns for this transaction are displayed in Figure 4.5 as
“ATM should perform all required functions, needs to contain adequate cash stock, and needs to
provide guidance and help during use”.
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Figure 4.5 Bank viewpoint and view diagram for the AI&W transaction

The bank viewpoint is primarily concerned with the administration of the ATM, because
if the ATM does not function properly, the customer will not be able to satisfy their needs for a
account inquiry and cash withdrawal. The bank viewpoint is based on the perspective of pleasing
the customer. Once the two distinctive viewpoints for the bank and the customer were developed,
a third viewpoint and view were created by combining the elements in each stakeholder
viewpoint as shown in Figure 4.6, the ‘ATM for Account Inquiry and Withdrawal’ viewpoint.
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Figure 4.6 Compiled viewpoint and view for the ATM AI&W transaction

The concern for this combined viewpoint is a product of the concerns of both stakeholders,
and the concerns are listed below in the color corresponding to their viewpoint,
Customer concerns: “Need to check account balance and then withdraw cash from ATM”.
Bank concerns: “ATM should perform all required functions, needs to contain adequate cash
stock, and needs to provide guidance and help during use”
Combined: “Will the ATM meet customer needs for cash withdrawal and account inquiry,
the ATM needs to provide guidance to customers during ATM use,
the ATM needs to contain adequate cash for customer withdrawals”.
This combined viewpoint is important because it appears to follow the same principles of
a shared mental model that was explored in the literature review in Chapter 2. Elements in turquoise
blue would be the shared mental model if this were a graph of a human mental model. The color
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legend in the lower left corner of Figure 4.6 indicates which viewpoint different elements are from,
and it appears that the blue majority, would be considered ‘shared view elements’ of the ATM
transaction process. It was discovered that when the bank and the customer requirements were
combined, as in Figure 4.7, four additional requirements were generated, along with seven more
associations between requirements. These new requirements indicate that perhaps combining a
knowledge structure such as a viewpoint can increase information and knowledge of the system or
process, as the interactions between the existing requirements in this example led to increased
knowledge of the requirements for a successful ATM transaction.

Figure 4.7 Combined requirements that generated four new requirements

Several types of associations are used in SysML requirements diagrams, several of which
are found in the combined requirements diagram above: <<trace>>, <<refine>>, and
<<deriveReqt>>, with the deriveReqt especially interesting as it is the relationship showing
development of new requirements from current ones.
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4.2 Equating SysML Viewpoints to MMAT Mental Model Concepts
To convert the elements of viewpoints and views to the concept mapping method used in
the MMAT study by Delugach et al., the first step was to show the relationship between the
categories used by MMAT, and the elements of SysML. The categories that are used to create the
concept maps in MMAT were shown earlier in the output of MMAT in Figure 3.2, and the
comparison between categories in MMAT and relevant SysML elements are shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8 Comparison of elements used by MMAT and SysML

The task category in MMAT corresponds to the behavioral elements and diagrams in
SysML such as activities and activity diagrams, other behaviors, and uses for the system. More
information on the nine types of SysML diagrams is given in Appendix A, with a section explaining
each diagram. When explaining the relationship between elements of the two approaches, the
following comparisons were shown in Figure 4.8:
•

The category ‘Task’ in MMAT would be related to actions, behaviors, or uses in SysML.

•

The product category in MMAT corresponds to the block (which is a tangible item)
elements of SysML such as systems, subsystems, or components.

•

The tool category in MMAT corresponds to the tools used by SysML.

•

The team member element of MMAT would be the entities called actors in SysML which
were described in the last section.
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•

And lastly, the role category in MMAT would compare with the identity of the specific
actor in SysML, or could potentially be considered a use case, a situation where the
system has to perform a role of some kind.

For illustration purposes, a SysML diagram was converted to the MMAT’s format to show
the relationship between the elements in MMAT and those in SysML. The diagram was a SysML
Block Definition Diagram, representing tangible elements in a system such as people or things, and
a diagram from a literature source was used as the SysML basis for equating SysML and MMAT
concepts. The block definition diagram is shown in Figure 4.9. For further illustration, an additional
diagram, a SysML Activity Diagram, was also converted into the MMAT format, showing the
activities or actions within the system, and is given in Appendix A.

Figure 4.9 Block Definition Diagram for a satellite domain in SysML [21]

A block definition diagram is used to display elements such as blocks and the relationships
between those elements. Common uses for a block definition diagram include displaying system
hierarchy trees or classification trees [21]. Block definition diagrams are used to illustrate physical
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and static elements of the system and the relationships between these physical structures. Figure
4.10 gives the block definition diagram’s equivalent diagram in MMAT.

Figure 4.10 The satellite domain in the MMAT format

This diagram illustrates the ‘task’ and ‘product’ categories of MMAT, and also uses the
‘TeamMember’ and ‘Role’ categories from MMAT. The mental model concept for the block
definition diagram shows the satellite domain as a role the system performs, and it will use four
different types of actors that were shown in the SysML activity diagram. These actors include both
people and systems, and all four actors will use the product ‘DellSat-77 Satellite’ which is a block
in SysML but a ‘product’ in MMAT. Actors would include both people or systems that act upon
the system, or initiate the system or its elements to perform some task. Using the relationship
between MMAT and SysML as shown in Figure 4.8, the viewpoints and views will be transitioned
into the graphical concept form used by Delugach et al. in the next section.

4.3 Mental Model Concepts Graphs of an ATM Transaction
Eliciting stakeholder input regarding their viewpoint appears to be a comparatively similar
outcome to Delugach et al.’s MMAT approach. The structure of the MMAT program is based on
conceptual graphs made of elements comparable to those of SysML. The MMAT research appears
a very insightful study into mechanisms with which to elicit mental models. To determine if the
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earlier viewpoints elicitation method can follow a similar approach, the ATM viewpoints and views
example shown in the last section will be compared to the MMAT method. This comparison helps
determine whether viewpoints might be transformed into conceptual graphs that represent mental
models. For the ATM example, the customer is only interested in checking their account balance,
and then withdrawing cash from the ATM at the bank. The conceptual graph for the viewpoint and
view of the Customer is shown in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.11 Conceptual graph for ATM customer viewpoint of AI&W

From the perspective of the customer, they are only concerned with automatic teller role
of the ATM, and they only focus on the tasks it performs that directly aid them in achieving their
goal of account inquiry and cash withdrawal. Conversely, the conceptual graph of the Bank
viewpoint and view would be larger, since the bank is the ATM administrator and must concern
themselves with the whole process, not just the user interface at the front of the ATM. It was found
in Figure 4.10 that the Bank viewpoint resulted in a larger concept (mental model) of the ATM.

Figure 4.12 Conceptual graph for the Bank viewpoint of AI&W
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From the perspective of the bank, the ATM has two roles, automatic teller, and bank system
agent. The level of complexity required of the ATM by the bank, as administrator, is higher than
the customer, the bank will therefore have more tasks for the ATM. Now that both of the conceptual
graphs have mapped the mental models of the both the bank and the customer, the two concepts
were combined into a combined concept which is shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.13 The combined concept for the AI&W transaction with shared concepts in blue

The combined concept of account inquiry and cash withdrawal now has several shared
concepts which are shown in blue, while the elements unique to the individual customer or bank
viewpoint are shown in red or purple respectively. The shared concepts would be considered the
shared mental model of the stakeholders for this ATM transaction. Those shared concepts show
where system stakeholders share common ground and understanding of the system. As this
particular combined concept does not address all ATM uses, then for this scenario an “expert”, or
observer, model/concept was developed and is given in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.14 The “Expert” concept for all the tasks performed by the ATM

In this more complete conceptual graph of the ATM, there are two additional tasks that it
will perform shown in green, Depositing Funds (cash or checks), and Transfer Funds. This “expert”
concept, the individual concepts, and the combined concept mimic the pattern and outcome of the
conceptual graphs from the original Deulgach et al. study. And considering that the ATM
conceptual graphs originated from the viewpoints and views of SysML, this suggests that modeling
viewpoints and views in SysML might be an effective way to incorporate human mental models
and perspectives into the design of systems and processes. This example also clearly illustrated the
concepts that emerged as shared between the different viewpoints and views. These shared concepts
compose the shared mental model that is common between the bank and the customer who interact
with the ATM. Generating this shared mental model is a simple task in the viewpoint and view
method in SysML, and can lead to more effective communication between the parties interacting
with the system. The purpose of the ATM example is two-fold; first to illustrate the use of SysML
viewpoints and views in a straightforward and understandable manner, and more importantly, to
translate the viewpoints of stakeholders into equivalent representations of their mental models to
show the relationship between viewpoints and mental models. If the viewpoints can so
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straightforwardly be translated into mental models, then the viewpoints must capture elements of
the mental models themselves, therefore making SysML viewpoints and views a comparable
approach to mapping mental models.

4.4 Summary of Mental Model and Viewpoint Comparisons
The literature review highlighted several gaps in research that provided the motivation for
the areas explored in this thesis. These gaps could be attributes to a lack of existing knowledge of
the human aspects of systems, especially human mental models, and also the need for incorporating
differing perspectives, beliefs, concerns, and desires more effectively into the early design process.
Other research needs were found to be a lack of application of MBSE concepts for the purpose of
incorporating more stakeholder input into the early design process, and the need for utilizing more
graphical illustration to communicate knowledge about the system and of differing perspectives
during system design. The research questions were developed based on the literature review, and
are essentially focused on incorporating more stakeholder perspectives, mental models, and
viewpoints into the system design process. The use of viewpoints and views of actual system design
participants will be explored in the next chapter to see if increased use of visual stakeholder
perspectives would aid in a more complete understanding of the mental models of stakeholders,
and the areas that are shared between mental models. This should prove valuable to stakeholders
involved with the system design as it will allow them to have more input in system design early in
the design process, leading to increased satisfaction with the final system design and performance.
This chapter addressed the first research question of this thesis by utilizing prior research
as a comparison to the method proposed for this research; the SysML viewpoint and view elements.
These elements were presented in an example to illustrate the use of the viewpoints and views for
an ATM transaction. These viewpoints and views were then translated into the same format used
for in the MMAT studied by Delugach et al. [73] to map mental models. The comparison was
favorable for the viewpoints method and indicated viewpoints are equivalent to, or at least a
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component of, a mental model. As there is acknowledged benefit to mapping mental models for
increases in communication and sharedness of knowledge among team members, the viewpoint
method should also be of value to solicit input from stakeholders. The next stage of the method to
incorporate viewpoints and views into system design, was developing appropriate viewpoints and
views for a real system currently in the design phase. Once the viewpoints have been created for
this system, view artifacts will be proposed for each viewpoint and then the viewpoints and views
will be combined and the shared concepts between viewpoints will be exposed. The last step of this
method was to show the completed viewpoints and views to the stakeholders and the decisionmakers who are involved with the system to obtain their feedback on the usefulness and
applicability of the viewpoints and views method.
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Chapter 5
Viewpoints of the Lynx X-ray Observatory Concept
The Lynx X-ray Observatory is a concept under development by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) for presentation at the 2020 NASA Decadal Survey [123]. The
decadal survey is hosted so that NASA centers can develop and present concepts that have the
potential to be chosen as the project(s) to be developed for the next decade. The Lynx is being
designed to be a more advanced and capable successor to the highly successful, but ageing and
degenerating, Chandra X-ray Observatory. The project managers of this concept at the NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), partnered with the University of Alabama in Huntsville
(UAH) to aid the author of this thesis in modeling the Lynx using SysML.
As the concept of viewpoints was relatively new to both the decision-makers and
stakeholders involved with the system, the questions to elicit information from stakeholder were
designed to be simple and open-ended to encourage elaboration of the stakeholder input. The key
to collecting information for the viewpoints, was to ensure that minimal bias would be built into
the questions while still providing enough structure to capture the necessary elements for creating
a viewpoint and the associated views. The first phase of this research was to select the primary
system that would be the focus of the viewpoints. The optics system of the Lynx concept project
was chosen as the system of focus. This is the main system of the observatory and the system that
has the most diverse types of stakeholders, therefore a prime area for eliciting concerns from
stakeholders. Then the next step was to obtain the participation of stakeholders involved with this
particular system and create their viewpoints and the appropriate views. The hierarchy of
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individuals who take part this this study are, from the top down, the Study Scientist, associated
management personnel, and their stakeholders: Scientist, systems engineer, and the industry
partners. When introduced to the concept of viewpoints, the decision-makers were very eager to
elicit viewpoints from many different stakeholders of the Lynx in order to design a more holistic
concept. This process is described below in five steps,
1.

Obtain participation from a sample of the stakeholders who have a viewpoint relevant to
the system being examined.
The Lynx concept project was studied extensively to determine the primary stakeholders

of the optics system design, and they were found to be: the scientists, both at NASA and elsewhere,
the NASA engineers, and industry partners collaborating on the optics. Of these groups, feedback
was obtained from: a NASA systems engineer, a NASA scientist, an industry partner organization
member, and the Lynx Study Scientist. These individuals represented the diverse demographics of
the team members in this project, and although the sample size was intended to be around ten
participants, input was received from four; the study scientist and three highly diverse stakeholders.
The focus of the Lynx study was to increase communication and understanding between
the individuals on multidisciplinary system design teams. Prior research acknowledges that there
are problems with multiple perspectives of people in systems [124], and this could be caused when
people decompose the system into multiple smaller elements which then become a more
manageable way to approach complexity [125]. These smaller ‘chunks’ of the system are delegated
to various groups focused on a specific area of the system design, leading to different views of the
system and the design problem. Frequently, differing views of the same system lead to problems in
the design process, especially those related to communication between individuals. Therefore, the
Lynx study focused on diversity of stakeholder perspectives, where four unique viewpoints were
obtained from participants and used to increase communication and understanding between
individuals in the system design process. Exploring diverse perspectives is valuable to the system
design because problems often arise between groups of people who do not adequately communicate
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with each other. Scientists and engineers are commonly known for problems with communication
and understanding between the two fields, and therefore this study would provide insight on the
perspectives of these two groups. Future research would benefit from obtaining a larger sample size
of stakeholders, but for the purposes of this thesis, the number of participants allowed for several
diverse and unique viewpoints.
2. Develop the structure of the questions to be asked either in in-person interviews, or via
another communication method such as by email or through a document.
Three questions were asked of the stakeholders to obtain information on their viewpoints,
and to gain knowledge about what view elements could potentially answer the concerns stated in
the viewpoints.
Question 1. “What is your main concern(s) of the optics system for the Lynx X-ray Observatory?
What aspects of the optics system design and operation are important to you and why?”
This question was designed to mimic aspects of the Pathfinder approach – Stakeholders were asked
to identify what they thought were the most critical concepts related to a specific topic (i.e. their
concerns). Then their responses were used to generate the appropriate viewpoints and views. This
question also refers to step 2 of the WinWin model, which looks at conflict and those things of
interest to the stakeholder so as to develop ways to deal with this conflict.
Question 2. “How would you most prefer an answer to these concerns to be presented to you? (for
example, a presentation, an excel file, a report, a diagram, a model, etc.)”
Stakeholder preferences can be captured with this type of question. Mapping the preferences and
desires of the stakeholders will give designers and leadership additional knowledge on what
artifacts to create the answer the concerns of the viewpoint. This question can be linked with step
1 of the WinWin negotiation model where stakeholders would specify their win situation, and also
was developed from the Conversation Theory. This step provides insight into what artifacts the
associated view should expose to the viewpoint.
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Question 3. “Do you know of something that could be done to answer/address your stated concerns
for the optics system of Lynx? Is there an "obvious" answer or is the method/answer to
address your concern(s) not yet developed?”
The purpose of this question is to:
•

Elicit existing knowledge possessed by the stakeholders.

•

Discover if there are already potential artifacts that might be used to populate the view, or
if artifacts still need to be created to expose in the view.

•

Often in systems the answers to problems were always there but just not collected,
recorded, or elicited in time.

•

Taken from step 2 of the WinWin method used in software engineering for obtaining
requirements using stakeholder input, “If a conflict among stakeholders’ win conditions is
determined, an issue schema is composed, summarizing the conflict and the win conditions
it involves” [121]

3. Collect the input from each stakeholder and retrieve most relevant aspects of the answers,
such as concerns, preferences, and needs of the stakeholders.
The stakeholders were sent the questions shown above in an email format that was designed
to make it easy to copy the questions and then insert their answers to each question in their reply.
The information in the emails was then extracted and distilled into short strings of test that were
ready to be inserted into the viewpoints and views in SysML. Answers to the questions were easily
distilled down to several main concerns for each stakeholder, and if there was any doubt regarding
feedback, the stakeholder was asked to clarify or elaborate to ensure that the main concerns were
represented accurately. The stakeholders presented between one and three concerns for the optics
system of the Lynx and there was relatively little overlap between the concerns.
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4. Create a SysML diagram for the viewpoints.
There are two methods to create a view and viewpoint diagram in SysML and both methods
are shown in the tutorial in Appendix C for reference. The input from each stakeholder was entered
into the appropriate field in SysML to populate the viewpoints. Some of the viewpoints contained
more information that others depending on the concerns and needs of the stakeholder. For the Lynx
stakeholder viewpoints, the Viewpoint and View (vv) diagram, was used due to its scarcity of use
and uniqueness in SysML. The default package diagram can also be used as a canvas for viewpoints
and views but was not used for this research so as to expand knowledge of the alternate vv diagram.
5. Create the associated views for each stakeholder within the diagram(s).
The last phase of this method was to create a shared viewpoint through collaboration with
Lynx Study Scientist in charge of concept design, to examine whether the individual models
contributed to more complete, and shared, viewpoints and mental models. There is only one study
scientist assigned to each NASA mission concept, and although the study scientist is a stakeholder
in relation to the lynx optics, they are primarily a decision-maker for the system hold a higher level
of responsibility and power and are not included with the stakeholder group for this study. The
study scientist is responsible for ensuring that the Lynx concept is designed with high potential to
win funding to become a NASA program, and therefore was the most appropriate person to
consider an ‘expert’. From the stakeholder viewpoints, the decision-makers were able to gain
understanding of the artifacts are needed for the views to satisfy the stated concerns. The viewpoint
for each stakeholder was analyzed and appropriate view elements were listed that would effectively
and properly answer the stated concerns of the stakeholders. Note, the NASA Scientist whose
viewpoint was modeled for the optics is a stakeholder with a specialty in the optical science, and is
different from the study scientist who is in charge of the whole Lynx Concept.
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As research indicated in chapter 2, viewpoint analysis can be a practical approach to
integrate multiple perspectives by examining the situation from multiple viewpoints. Switching
between the viewpoints or views can provide information to decision-makers on how decisions
influence or affect the system from different viewpoints [78] [60]. To make viewpoints and views
work, all of the stakeholder groups need to change the way they think about modelling and
architecture [113]. Views and viewpoints can bring the human element into the design process by
illustrating perspectives, which is an output of human mental models. If, as stated earlier in the
literature review, it is likely that mental models are pictorial and store information in a pictorial
manner, then representing the viewpoint of an individual can be a very close depiction of the actual
natural cognitive structure of a mental model. To further examine the concept of viewpoints, the
stakeholder viewpoints and views for the Lynx optics system will be shown in the next section.

5.1 Lynx Concept Project Viewpoints
As was done with the ATM example in Chapter 3, the viewpoints were created for each
stakeholder in SysML and each diagram was assigned a particular color for visual illustration
purposes. The first viewpoint that was created was for the stakeholder ‘NASA Scientist’ who was
concerned with the science objectives for the Lynx, and how to enable the Lynx to accomplish
these objectives. Scientist concerns were found to be: “1) The performance of the optics must first
be well-calibrated, which implies detailed knowledge of ground-to-orbit transfer and a wellcontrolled space environment to maintain the performance, 2) Maintaining the performance
includes monitoring potential degradation lie contamination of mirror surfaces over time which can
affect reflectivity/scattering properties”. This scientist preferred to be shown the answer to
concerns as a searchable type of electronic document. This viewpoint is shown in Figure 5.1 with
associated view elements developed to answer the concerns expressed by the scientist.
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Figure 5.1 Scientist Viewpoint of one view of the optics system.

The view elements developed to answer the scientist’s concerns are the item, ‘Launch
Vehicle’, the ‘Calibration Plan & Measurements’ and the ‘Lynx Observatory ConOps’, and the
folder that contains information on the contamination control, including the ‘Ground
Contamination Door’ element of a CAD model in development by NASA. Note that the scientist
viewpoint was included for both its properties as an optics designer, and as the scientists will be
the main users of the Lynx observation data. The preference for presentation stated by the scientist
for “a searchable electronic document”, is satisfied by view elements in Adobe PDF format.
The second viewpoint was created for a NASA Systems Engineer involved with
engineering side of the Lynx concept. The engineer concerns were found to be: “Designing the
optical interfaces with the spacecraft when the science requirements for the optics haven’t yet been
defined”. These requirements are still being developed due to the early concept stage of this
mission. The engineer viewpoint is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 A systems engineer viewpoint and view of the optics system.

The elements that are contained within the view ‘Optical Interfaces with Spacecraft’ are
the SysML requirements diagram ‘Science Requirements’, the ‘Science Traceability Matrix’, and
the ‘CAD Assembly Model’. If the systems engineering possessed these elements now, they would
directly address his concerns regarding the optical interfaced with the spacecraft. This concern
could be applied to many systems in the concept phase when designers are attempting to design the
system while dealing with innumerable unknowns as in this case. This viewpoint was helpful in
enabling the study scientist to ensure this engineer would receive everything necessary for proper
integration of systems with spacecraft. Identifying concerns such as this would enable decisionmakers to have a better understanding of the needs in concept design.
The third and last individual viewpoint was created for a member of a prominent industry
partner who has a role in the design and operation of the Lynx through their role as a leading
designer of optics. This stakeholder had three concerns based on manufacturing the optics: “1)
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There is no demonstrated method to manufacture the optics necessary for this concept, 2)
Laboratories do not use a holistic approach to make the optics assembly, 3) Once mirror elements
are demonstrated at the proper performance level (less than half arc-second), they must be
integrated with little degradation in a module, and then a lens assembly, and that process needs to
be automated to allow manufacturing of optics in reasonable time and cost”. This viewpoint is
given in Figure 5.3. The industry stakeholder will have the stated concerns met if the following
view elements are provided to them: ‘Calibration Plan & Measurements’, the ‘Lynx Telescope
Assembly Flow’, and the ‘Manufacturing’ package that contains the elements vital to the optics
manufacturing process.

Figure 5.3 Lynx Industry Partner Viewpoint of one view of the optics system.
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This stakeholder mentioned that Lynx will set a new precedent for optics, similar to the
optics on the soon-to-launch James Webb Space Telescope, which greatly increases the complexity
of this design and the validity of this stakeholder’s concerns.

5.2 Lynx Shared Viewpoint
For the Viewpoint elicitation process, Lynx X-ray Observatory concept, the Study Scientist
worked with the author to create a shared viewpoint, while fully understanding the concerns of the
individual stakeholders involved with the design of the optics system. For the comparison in this
section, this decision-maker will be considered equal to the observers present in the prior MMAT
study. The purpose of these individual viewpoints and views was to identify the concerns of
stakeholders and then show what views were needed to address these concerns, while fostering
greater communication and understanding of various viewpoints. Once these specific concerns
have been identified in the viewpoints, this new knowledge will guide the designers and project
leadership in developing answers to the stated concerns, and therefore leading to a better fulfillment
of stakeholder needs and requirements.
To show the effect that developing individual viewpoints has on the shared mental models
of team members, a shared viewpoint was created by the author and project supervisor, the study
scientist, after eliciting and examining the individual stakeholder viewpoints shown in the last
section. This viewpoint incorporates the concepts listed in the individual viewpoints above, and
also brings in the depth of the study scientist’s experience with mission concept design. The
compiled viewpoint concern was developed to be: “1) Obtaining the science requirements based
on the science of the Lynx, and building optics based on those requirements, 2) Optics integration
to the spacecraft so that requirements are not compromised, 3) Ensuring the design of fully
integrated system is maintained throughout mission lifetime to preserve the science requirements
(including Calibration, Contamination Control, Thermal Control, etc.)”. This shared viewpoint is
shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 Complied Study Scientist viewpoint and view with the study scientist elements shown in blue,
, system engineer concepts in rose, scientist in green, and the industry partner in purple.

The elements in blue are those owned by the study scientist viewpoint, elements that are
colored/shaded with green belong to the scientist viewpoint, elements in rose are owned by the
systems engineer, elements colored/shaded with purple belong to the industry partner viewpoint,
and elements outlined in yellow are shared by two or more viewpoints. Due to the combination of
these three viewpoints, there were several new elements in the compiled viewpoint that contributed
a higher-level view of the system, while still taking into account the elements from the individual
viewpoints. These new elements show that value exists in comparing viewpoints due to idea
generation and information exchange between the stakeholders and project management. Although
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each viewpoint aids in dealing only with a limited set of concerns, the partitioning does not
guarantee independence between viewpoints, and overlaps and conflicts (between stakeholder
concerns) could exist. Decision-makers must therefore take into account overlaps [78]. The concern
for this combined viewpoint is a product of the concerns of all three stakeholders, and the concerns
are listed below in the color corresponding to their viewpoint with the combined viewpoint concern
as a concern that integrates all three other viewpoint concerns.
Scientist concerns: “1) The performance of the optics must first be well-calibrated, which implies
detailed knowledge of ground-to-orbit transfer and a well-controlled space
environment to maintain the performance,
2) Maintaining the performance includes monitoring potential degradation
lie contamination of mirror surfaces over time which can affect
reflectivity/scattering properties”.
Engineer concerns: “Designing the optical interfaces with the spacecraft when the science
requirements for the optics haven’t yet been defined”.
Industry concerns: “1) There is no demonstrated method to manufacture the optics necessary for
this concept,
2) Laboratories do not use a holistic approach to make the optics assembly,
3) Once mirror elements are demonstrated at the proper performance level
(less than half arc-second), they must be integrated with little degradation
in a module, and then a lens assembly, and that process needs to be
automated to allow manufacturing of optics in reasonable time and cost”.
Combined: “1) Obtaining the science requirements based on the science of the Lynx, and building
optics based on those requirements, 2) Optics integration to the spacecraft so that
requirements are not compromised, 3) Ensuring the design of fully integrated
system is maintained throughout mission lifetime to preserve the science
requirements (including Calibration, Contamination Control, Thermal Control,
etc.)”.
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The science requirements for the Lynx optics constitute the main theme of the shared
viewpoint; it is the heart of the project, and without the optics there would be no mission. The
performance, integration, degradation, and manufacturing concerns in the individual viewpoints
are found here, as well as a healthy amount of holistic outlook from the Study Scientist. She stated
that “The Lynx is all about preserving the science requirements from the beginning to the end of
the mission, science is #1”.

5.3 Viewpoint and View Feedback
Once the individual and the compiled viewpoints and views were created, they were shown
to both the stakeholders and to project decision-makers to obtain feedback on the value that was
added to the design process. The following questions were asked of participants:
1. Does eliciting and illustrating concerns provide any benefit to the system?
2. Do viewpoints and views inform about other viewpoints?
3. Would the compiled viewpoint help when proceeding with the design of Lynx?
4. Does this approach contribute any advantages, or not, to the project and the design process?
These questions were chosen to allow for open-ended response and as much feedback as
possible was desired from the stakeholders. Question one is to determine, in the opinion of
participants, how they feel illustrating concerns might be beneficial or not for the system. This
question seeks to find the value of the viewpoints and view from the perspective of those who will
be using the results of the SysML viewpoints and view approach in the design of the system
Question two explores the knowledge that was developed in the mental models of the participants
who were shown other mental models in addition to their own.
Question three was to determine the value, if any, of the compiled and shared viewpoint
for the Lynx. Does it help the participants to be on the same page? Question four was to explore
any new knowledge, understanding, or shared knowledge that was developed by participants after
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going through the process and viewing all the created viewpoints. The feedback was again given
in open-ended format and was highly positive from both stakeholders and decision-makers. The
exact replies from the feedback participants are given in Appendix B.
The stakeholders stated that:
•

The traceability back to the concerns is important and was helpful.

•

View artifacts made sense as an answer the stated concerns and the interface was intuitive.

•

The compiled viewpoint was helpful in giving the stakeholders insight into how the
decision-makers are thinking about the design problem.

•

The systems engineer stated that “I do see this method as a means of communication of
concern and traceability. Good communication is at the very root of the process for a good
design. As such. I think it can be an advantage”.
The feedback of the stakeholders for the future application of this approach are:

•

More detail on the artifacts in the views would be helpful, and should be attainable once
the project is further along in the design.

•

It would be desirable to track concerns in some type of list as the design matures. “It would
help see where we’re doing well answering concerns, and more importantly which parts
are we missing”.

•

Future work could include the approach at a more granular level with top-level tracking to
make sure all customers’ demands are being met.

The project decision-makers who submitted feedback also were overwhelmingly positive in their
comments, and provided several thoughts for this approach going forward, and both the comments
and the thoughts for future use are given below.
The decision-makers asserted that:
•

This approach helpful in that it can show at a glance what aspects might be missing. Also,
different people who examine this might find different elements missing that could lead to
identification of gaps.

•

Viewpoints and views inform about the viewpoints of the stakeholders and team members,
and identifies potential problems that might become a concern later if not addressed early.

•

These viewpoints can also represent a set of people/stakeholders that might have a common
concern that only becomes apparent after several people have stated it. This is a good way
to poll a large body of stakeholders and address higher priority concerns early in a project.
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•

The compiled viewpoint helps identify gaps in the model and indicates where a particular
area might need additional support in order to address the concern.

•

These viewpoints help identify potential issues or misconceptions of team members, and
will help identify the main concerns for the project early, providing time to address them.

•

The graphical nature of this approach provides a nice high-level summary of the needs
(models, documentation, etc.) to address the identified concerns of the identified
stakeholders.

•

This approach easily summarizes what can be very complex needs.
The feedback of the decision-makers for the future application of this approach are:

•

How to extend this approach to make sure to identify all of the stakeholders, all of the
concerns, and that all of the concerns are being addressed.

•

This study was a great example of how to define the viewpoints into project needs, but
bigger picture, it can/should be expanded to identify project requirements.

•

Obtaining the “voice of the stakeholder” is key to generating the Concept of Operations
(ConOps) which provides insight into the Level 1 mission requirements. It’s a vital step
for insuring that customer requirements are met.
Overall, project participants found that using this method of SysML viewpoints and views

was of value to the Lynx optics system, and helped them to gain a better understanding of fellow
team members in the design process. From the feedback provided by the participants, it was found
that viewpoints and views: provided traceability to concerns, addressed concerns, gave both
decision-makers and stakeholders insight into perspectives of other groups, identified problem
areas or missing elements, and identified them early, indicated priority areas of focus, exposed gaps
in the design process, provided a high-level summary of needs, and summarized complex needs of
participants. It was interesting that both the stakeholders and the decision-makers found this
approach to be helpful to understanding each other . For this approach in system design, feedback
showed that several elements or changes would be helpful: even greater detail in viewpoints and
views, need to track the concerns over time and through phases of the system design, approach
should be extended to include more detail and information, and this approach should be used to
identify project requirements.
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The results of this method were applicable to the research questions that this thesis has
focused on, and viewpoints and views were shown to represent aspects of mental models in
complex systems, as the first research question inquired. The second research question was
concerned with the communication and collaboration of the people in system design, and it was
found based on the study and the feedback received from participants, that the approach was helpful
in understanding each other, provided a summary of needs of the people in system design, and gave
both the stakeholders and the decision-makers a better understanding of differing perspectives. The
last research question was concerned with whether or not viewpoints and views would contribute
to a system more in line with the desires of stakeholders, and it was found that the viewpoints and
views were helpful to the decision-makers when approaching the systems design due to the
increased understanding of the perspectives of the stakeholders.

5.3 Lynx Viewpoints Summary
This chapter explored the viewpoints that were created for a real system currently in early
concept development, the NASA Lynx Concept Study, to illustrate the viewpoint process within
the design phase of a real system. It was found that several new elements were generated for the
compiled view alone, there will likely be many more, similar to the Compiled ATM requirements
diagram shown in Chapter 3, once all the system view elements have been fully developed. The
concerns from each of the viewpoints were shown to be represented in the compiled viewpoint, and
the focus of the compiled viewpoint shifted slightly to show that the science requirements are even
more important to the success of the system than was previously thought, since only one viewpoint
had a view element that exposed the science requirements.
At this time, there is not enough information available in the Lynx project to accurately
convert the viewpoints into conceptual graphs of the Lynx stakeholders. And it would also be
beneficial to incorporate higher quantities of stakeholders for this study and to determine if
interactions between viewpoints would continue to enhance the amount of knowledge possessed
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by stakeholders and designers. Moving forward with further research on viewpoint and view
applications in industry, the feedback listed above for both the stakeholders and the decisionmakers of the Lync optics system showed that the use of viewpoints and views was helpful in
understanding the perspectives of the other group. Viewpoints and views were also found to provide
traceability, aid in communication of both concerns and traceability, help identify issues, concerns,
or gaps during the system design process, enable the decision-makers to more fully account for the
voice of the stakeholder in the design phase so as to meet all customer needs, to help place priority
on the correct concerns due to the compiled mental model that shows the shared concepts (mental
models) for the system in focus, and to easily record what can be complex needs in the design of
systems.
Some of the areas for future improvement in this method of using SysML viewpoints and
views to include the human element in system design are: tracking the concerns over the design
phase of the system to ensure that all concerns are met, develop more detail within the views once
the project is further along in the design phase, ensuring that all relevant stakeholders are identified
along with their related concerns, this approach might be able to be of value in identifying the main
project requirements, and for use in the Concept of Operations (ConOps) for the Lynx.
This work had several imitations to the study including: 1) the sample size of stakeholders
who participated was small (although the diversity was very good), 2) there was no prior research
found on examples of viewpoints and views being applied to a real system, 3) SysML doesn’t
appear to have capabilities for tracking concerns from viewpoints, and 4) this method requires a
designer to be the interaction between the stakeholders and the modeling software of SysML. Some
of these limitations could be addressed by changes to the SysML viewpoint and view process. There
needs to be a method to trace concerns in the same manner as the requirements tracking capabilities
of SysML, which utilize matrices, tables, and the requirements diagrams. A similar set of
capabilities for viewpoints and views would make the concerns much easier to maintain and record.
In addition, the method to create the view and viewpoints diagram in SysML is somewhat
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complicated and needs to be simplified for a more user-friendly interface. In terms of the benefits
provided to the system design process, viewpoints and views were applied to part of a real system
that is in early concept design to discover how these viewpoints might aid the design process. As
the shared viewpoint indicated, there was an increase in the artifacts found within the shared view
of this viewpoint, where the whole was greater than the sum of the parts. This generated new
knowledge of the system aided the decision-maker in prioritizing concerns shared by more than
one stakeholder. The shared viewpoint also displays what aspects of the system are shared between
people, and as research has shown, team performance increases when the team members share
aspects of their mental models. This application of SysML views and viewpoints is a new approach
to incorporating human mental model consideration into the design of complex STSs. Sources for
research in this topic are almost non-existent, and so the approach in Lynx will be somewhat
groundbreaking. Also, comparison between mental models and human viewpoints is a new concept
in the system design field, and the method for using graph theory in the MMAT study is a new and
so far, promising approach to showing the significant relationship between mental models and
viewpoints.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This thesis was motivated by a desire to understand the effects that human mental models,
stakeholder viewpoints, and visual modeling approaches have on the design of complex STSs. A
method to use a graphical modeling language, SysML, to collect and display individual stakeholder
viewpoints was proposed. To gain understanding into the relationships between human mental
models and viewpoints, an example of an ATM transaction was illustrated using SysML viewpoints
to record the concerns of both the customer and the bank. These viewpoints were then successfully
converted into the conceptual graph representations of mental models proposed by Delugach et al.
[73], showing that an equivalent relationship exists between viewpoints and views and aspects of
human mental models. This relationship leads to the conclusion that the use of viewpoints and
views within system design can capture elements of human mental models and map them for
consideration in the design process. As was stated earlier in the literature review, this would
contribute value to the system design process and lead to more successful and effective system
design.
This example then introduced the methods of using SysML viewpoints in the design of a
real system the Lynx X-ray Telescope Concept Study, which is currently in very early concept
design at this time. Due to this limitation, the Lynx stakeholder viewpoints are limited to the
immediate concerns and perspectives of the individual stakeholder, so to understand the effects of
individual versus shared mental models, a shared/compiled viewpoint was developed in
collaboration with individuals involved with the decision-making of the Lynx X-ray Observatory
concept. It was discovered that the viewpoint method outcome of the viewpoints created in this
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thesis was consistent with the outcome of the MMAT study, in that the essential elements of the
viewpoints and views were also captured in the mental model concept graphs. If this equivalence
was shown to accurately convert viewpoints and views into the format of mental models concepts,
then this leads to the conclusion that viewpoints do in fact capture mental models. The use of
SysML brings in added capability for this method due to the limited nature of the MMAT approach.
SysML can contribute much more to the actual design of a system than MMAT, especially since
MMAT has never been used in the design of an actual system, while SysML is very widely-used
in system design. MMAT is limited in the scope of capabilities that it allows the user to access
when using this software, limiting the individual to the five main categories of MMAT (Product,
Task, Tool, etc.). the MMAT was designed to be limiting for the purposes of the study for which it
was created, while a language such as SysML was created to offer was much scope and breadth to
the user as possible. While SysML does require more training to use with this increased capability,
it enables a more complete capture of important information than that provided by MMAT.

6.1 Thesis Questions Revisited
The thesis questions from Chapter 3 will be revisited in this section to demonstrate that
SysML Viewpoints/Views can capture individual and shared mental models equivalently to the
MMAT approach, which had previously been used in the research literature to model individual
& shared mental models.

Thesis Question 1: Would a visual modeling approach to system design, such as SysML
Viewpoints and Views, allow parties associated with early system design (i.e. decision-makers
and stakeholders) to more easily communicate and collaborate?
The results of the viewpoint and view illustrations showed that there were increases in the
communication between the decision-makers and the stakeholders as evidenced in the compiled
viewpoints which contained more concepts than the sum of the original viewpoints. Visually

illustrating the viewpoints of stakeholders involved in system design did show evidence of
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contributing to a shared viewpoint of the Lynx optics concerns. The Viewpoint element of
SysML did contribute to a shared viewpoint of the Lynx optics, generating more and better
understanding of different perspectives. This will increase the quality of work, and the
effectiveness of communication and leading to a more optimal design for the Lynx optics.
The view element within SysML was not yet able to be fully developed as no sufficient
artifacts or system design exists as of yet to create the final views. The method to obtain
the shared viewpoint is a step forward in understanding the effects of human and system
interaction in the design of complex systems.
Thesis Question 2: Would graphically illustrating the viewpoints of various stakeholders
contribute to increased communication of perspectives in system design teams, and result in a
system design more in line with the concerns of stakeholders?
According to both the stakeholders and the decision-makers, the use of SysML viewpoints
and prospective views was successful in increasing the communication of perspective of the optics
system of Lynx. It was repeated multiple times that this approach would result in a system design
that was more in line with the requirements or desires of the customer. Due to the development of
a shared viewpoint that was more in-depth than the sum of the individual viewpoints, there was an
increase in communication of knowledge and perspectives of the study scientist. This will provide
the system decision-makers and system designers with more information and allow them to more
effectively incorporate aspects of stakeholder mental models into the design of systems.

Thesis Question 3: Can the Viewpoint and View capabilities provided by SysML be shown to
represent another method to display aspects of human mental models?
In the given example of the ATM viewpoint example, the viewpoint and view capabilities
of SysML did transition successfully into the conceptual graph format used to map mental models
in MMAT [73]. As this example illustrated, it is possible to equate viewpoints and views to mental
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models, and use viewpoints and views to more fully consider the human element in system design
and use. As the literature review stated earlier, one of the main problems found in system design is
lack of consideration of human elements, and viewpoints and views were shown to be a method
that could more effectively consider human mental model aspects in system design.

6.2 Method Discussion
The method used for addressing the three research questions was developed using several
sources and areas of research. While using this new approach to relate to previously unrelated
elements, viewpoints and mental models, several assumptions were made so that merging several
areas of research would result in a method that could actually be applied to the study. These
assumptions might not be necessary if there were more background research that in the future could
establish more connections between human mental model concepts and system design to enable
this study to decrease the wide scope required, and enable increases in depth of the area explored.
The four assumptions were that,
•

The MMAT elements would be comparable to SysML based on the somewhat limited
knowledge the author had of the approach used in the MMAT study.

•

The Study Scientist for the Lynx Project was comparable to the ‘observer’ or the ‘expert’
from the MMAT study, although this assumption can be justified as the study scientist
had extensive experience in the area of concept development, just as the ‘observer’ had
in the MMAT study.

•

Diversity of the stakeholder sample size (viewpoints of a scientist, systems engineer, and
an industry partner) were representative of the larger population of Lynx concept
stakeholders. This assumption was made, and did appear to be valid, as the decisionmakers for Lynx helped select the most diverse sample as possible with the number of
available stakeholders.
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•

That the questions to elicit stakeholder information did accurately extract this
information with little bias to the results of the resulting textual data.

Both the benefits and lessons learned from this new method will be explored to determine what
elements of this method are useful to a future study, and what elements need improvement for
future use.
Method Benefits:
When using this method in the actual design of a system, the benefits that supported this
method became apparent as the following. 1) A clear relationship was established between MMAT
and SysML as seen in the relationships between the ATM in SysML and the ATM in graphical
concepts. This relationship has never been used to lead to a method to map human mental models
in the design of systems using a common engineering approach such as SysML, and this
relationship is a favorable step in the right direction. 2) It was found that visual illustration of the
stakeholder viewpoints did aid in the design of the Lynx concept system design, and indicated that
a visual illustration of the human perspective should be used in the system design process. 3)
Throughout this thesis, and the work it is based on, the visual element of color was used and found
to be helpful in communication knowledge and relationships between that knowledge. 4) The
viewpoints and views were found to capture the information of the stakeholders and this leads to a
whole new concept of approaching the human mental model in system design. 5) The compiled
viewpoints did generate additional information on the system and the relationships between the
system and between people. 6) The viewpoint concerns can be indicative of design element
precedence, and could lead to more effective design as a result of addressing either shared concerns,
or creating the elements that are shared between viewpoints first. 7) This method was found to be
beneficial to traceability from the concerns to the artifact of information addressing those concerns.
8) And lastly, this method has great benefit in that it can be applied in any system that is already
using concepts of MBSE, which is becoming increasingly widespread, to map and address the
concerns of stakeholders in the system.
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Method Lessons Learned:
If this method is used in future research studies, some improvements and changes would
utilize the following lessons learned. 1) There is a need for increased rigor when eliciting concerns
and feedback from the people involved with the system in question. This rigor could be found in
additional question formats such as Polar Questions (yes/no), and Scale Questions (for example
“rate this on a scale of 1-9 with 1 being the most helpful, and 9 being the least helpful to you”).
These question types would bring added value in that they would elicit different types of knowledge
from the stakeholder than just open-ended questions. 2) The sample size for this study was small
at 4, and additional studies would benefit from an increased sample size. 3) A larger sample size
would be more easily obtained if there were a longer lead time to gather participants for the next
step of this research approach. 4) SysML viewpoints and views does not have an easily accessed
approach to create a listing or database of concerns. 5) The vv (views and viewpoints) diagram in
SysML is difficult to access and would benefit from increased accessibility by the designer. 6) The
size of the concern part of viewpoints is limited and would benefit from a more effective way to
enter concerns in the viewpoint.
In conclusion, based on the work in the last two chapters, it is proposed that SysML is a
method, through the viewpoint and view design elements, to increase stakeholder participation and
inclusion in the early system design process. In addition, as a visual modeling language, SysML
can be an approach to output the mental model of the designers and provide a common canvas to
communicate this viewpoint to others with different mental models. It is proposed that the apparent
the comparability of viewpoints to human mental models demonstrated in this work, indicates that
viewpoint are a valuable method to capture mental model elements. This can in turn contribute to
more optimal system outcomes by satisfying the concerns and desires of all parties involved with
the system. The input from the study participants lends support to the assertion. The use of
viewpoints & views can:
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•

Bring in the voice of stakeholders - Via the concerns of the viewpoints.

•

Increase system knowledge - And aid in understanding of precedence of system design
elements or artifacts.

•

Visually illustrate information - Using SysML, a graphical modeling approach.

•

Represent mental models - And aid in developing shared mental models.

•

Increase communication - Promotes learning and communication among the individuals or
groups involved in system design.
In addition to these benefits, the feedback from study participants supports that SysML

viewpoints and views are a promising method to improve the social side of system design and that
could become more widely applied in designing actual complex STSs.

6.3 Future Work
Although this research on human mental models, shared mental models, MBSE, and human
viewpoints is limited by certain constraints and time, it does advance understanding of methods
instilling more value in systems, and can help in delivering a system to the customer that will satisfy
their needs and desires. Some suggested areas for future research based on the research needs given
in Chapter 2, and from the outcome of this viewpoints and views study, are,
•

An empirical study of viewpoint and view capabilities of SysML in system design. Using the
method presented in this thesis, how much effect and benefit does the use of viewpoints and
shared viewpoints have to the design of systems? Conducting a study such as the one by
Delugach et al., was beyond the scope of this thesis, but a future study such as this would be of
great value in advancing knowledge in this area.

•

There is a need for future research in the area of mental model and their influence within STSs,
a good starting point would be to determine methods to measure the flexibility and resiliency
of both the human and the technological elements of STSs [126].

•

And determining the effects on the system design and performance of this viewpoint theory
would be immensely valuable; studies to measure the differences between systems that use
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viewpoints during system design versus those that do not would prove very insightful to this
research topic.
•

Explore the effectiveness and value of eliciting and displaying stakeholder viewpoints in the
design of real systems and perform an empirical study to examine viewpoints in a system where
larger sample sizes are obtained.

•

Refine methodology to increase the rigor and set a firmer foundation for the use of viewpoints
and view concepts within system design.

•

Perform a comparison of viewpoints and views in cooperation with using both SysML and
MMAT for the same process or system that would be currently be designed. Then compare the
results of this concurrent study to determine the outcome of the method.

•

Relevant prior studies on mental models are scarce, there is a need to increase the scope of the
amount of work relevant to more groups than just system users, which is where a lot of the
focus is on for eliciting human mental models.
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Appendix A: SysML Diagram Types
This appendix chapter will illustrate the different types of diagrams found within SysML.

A.1 Behavioral Diagrams
There are four behavioral diagram types supplied by SysML: Activity Diagrams, Sequence Diagrams, State
Machine, and Use Case Diagrams.

A.1.1 Activity Diagrams
The activity diagram displays the behavior flow of the system, or an aspect of the system, and are
one of the most powerful descriptions of behavior. Activity diagrams are used to model state-based behavior
such as inputs, output, and flow of controls [55]. These diagrams are commonly used as an analysis tool to
understand and express the desired behavior of a system [21]. An activity diagram is given in Figure A.1.
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Figure A.1 Activity diagram that shows process for operating a car [127].
Some of the graphical elements of activity diagrams include forks and joins to show the concurrent
paths, guard conditions on the control flow of data, physical elements, or energy between activities [3].
Researchers have compared this diagram to the well-known Functional Flow Block Diagrams.

The Activity Diagram was equated to MMAT as shown in Figure A.1.1. This figure shows that it

is possible to equate the SysML diagram to the MMAT approach, and the method to equate the two
approaches, both SysML and MMAT, was used in Chapter 4 to illustrate the ATM example.

Figure A.1.1 Activity diagram that shows process for operating a car in MMAT.
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A.1.2 Sequence Diagrams
Sequence diagrams are a method to illustrate the sequence of events and communication
between various elements relating to the system via operation calls and signals. Sequence diagrams
are commonly used to specify a behavior as an input to the development stage of the life cycle and
are excellent mechanisms for specifying test cases [21]. A sample sequence diagram is given in
Figure A.2, and usually, these diagrams will have more messages and signals shown that in the
Figure.

Figure A.2 “Black box” sequence diagram for driving a car [127].
Sequence diagrams model sequences of events and/or messages involving different system
elements [55]. These messages are displayed as arrows and can be displayed as synchronous or
asynchronous, a call or return, and a specific type. Action duration can be important for some
behavior flows and so sequence diagrams can explicitly capture these durations [3].
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A.1.3 State Machine Diagrams
Commonly used to show ‘modes’ of a system or system element, state machine diagrams
focus on the states of a block and the possible transitions between those states. A state machine
diagram is a precise specification of a block’s behavior that can serve as an input to the development
stage of the life cycle [21]. State machine diagrams model behavior of a system entity from the
perspective of state changes caused by events [55]. A sample state machine diagram for the states
of operating a hybrid SUV is given in Figure A.3.

Figure A.3 State machine diagram for hybrid SUV operating states [127].

State machines show the trigger initiating the transition from one state to another, and the
actions performed in response. State machine diagrams can be used to illustrate lifecycles as well
[3].
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A.1.4 Use Case Diagrams
A use case diagram is used to show the potential use cases of a system and the actors that
call these use cases and interact with them. “A use case diagram is a black-box view of the services
that a system performs in collaboration with its actors” [21]. A use case represents the actors
interacting with a system and the desired outcomes of these interactions. An example use case is
shown in Figure A.4.

Figure A.4 Use case diagram for operating a hybrid SUV [127].
A use case diagram shows the use of the system by actors which can be external systems,
environmental conditions, or people. Use cases are further defined through scenarios, these
scenarios are sometimes captured using sequence or activity diagrams [3].
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A.2 Structural Diagrams
The SysML structural diagram category is composed of Block Definition Diagrams, Internal Block
Diagrams, and Package Diagrams.
A.2.1 Block Definition Diagram
A block definition diagram is used to display elements such as blocks and the relationships
between those elements. Common uses for a block definition diagram include displaying system
hierarchy trees or classification trees [21]. A block definition diagram of a satellite domain is shown
in Figure A.5. Block definition diagrams are used to illustrate physical and static elements of the
system and the relationships between these physical structures.

Figure A.5 Block definition diagram for a satellite domain [21].
By breaking systems down through multiple levels of abstraction, simplified depiction can
be used to clearly show and characterize system elements. Other common relations such as
associations, generalizations, and multiplicity can be specified in block definition diagrams along
with descriptive characteristics such interfaces, parts, values, and attributes [3].
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A.2.2 Internal Block Diagrams
An internal block diagram can be used to show the internal structure inside of a particular
block (i.e. the connections between the internal parts of a block and the interfaces between them
[21]). The internal block diagram for an altitude safety system is shown in Figure A.6.

Figure A.6 Safety functions allocated to specific parts [96].
The reason for an internal block diagram is to describe the internal structure of a particular
in terms of its parts, ports, and connectors. It will specify how the internal elements and ports are
connected, as well as object, data, or information flow between them [3].
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A.2.3 Package Diagram
Essentially, a package diagram is used as a model filing system that contains information
and links to other parts of the model for ease of use and knowledge management. The package
diagram can display the way a model is organized in the form of a package containment hierarchy
and may also show the model elements that packages contain and dependencies between packages
and their contained model elements [21]. A package diagram for parts of a surveillance system is
shown in Figure A.7.

Figure A.7 Package diagram with inclusion of both use cases and requirements [6].
This diagram type can be very helpful in organizing the model and related diagrams for
easy model navigation and for increased clarity.
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A.3 System Requirements
The third classification of SysML diagram types is the Requirements Diagram which
models requirements, their interrelationships, and relationships with other system elements [55].
Requirements diagrams visually display text-based requirements, and their relationships
(containment, derive requirement, and copy), and the other model elements that satisfy, verify, and
refine them [21]. A requirements diagram is shown in Figure A.8, displays the requirement
“regulate temperature” and associated sub-requirements.

Figure A.8 Requirement diagram of "regulate the temperature", and related requirements[128].

Many traditional methods of dealing with requirements depend on requirements
documents, usually in spreadsheets, and SysML has the capability to integrate requirements into
the model from other sources. In addition to this useful ability, SysML can create requirements
tables where all the system requirements can be listed and assigned an identification number. This
visual method to illustrate requirements can provide a bridge between the traditional requirements
management tools and SysML models [3].
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A.4 System Parametrics
The last classification of diagram types is the Parametric Diagram which represents
constraints on system parameter values [55]. These diagrams express equations, parameters, and
logical relationships to constrain or calculate block properties. An example of a constraint would
be equations such as "F=m*a”. Constraint properties explicitly define the quantifiable
characteristic, such as force or mass [3]. A parametric diagram is shown in Figure A.9.

Figure A.9 Parametric diagram for constraints of a telescope optical operation budget[96].

Constraints can be used in parametric diagrams to express how equations and inequalities
are bound to the properties of a particular system. Parametric diagrams support engineering
analysis, including performance, reliability, availability, power, mass, and cost [21]. These
diagrams can support trade studies and analysis of requirements related to cost, weight,
performance, quality, flexibility, etc. This can be performed by specifying the relationship between
a system’s measures of effectiveness (MOEs) and each implementation [3].
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Appendix B: Misc. Topics
B.1 Early Steps of the Engineering Vee

Table B-1 Steps 1-3 of the Systems Engineering Veewith related Inputs, Activities, and Outputs.
Adapted from [2].

Steps 1.0 and 2.0 illustrate the amount of human interaction and collaboration that is
required to reach step 3.0, and this collaboration takes place between the designers and stakeholders
(which include the end user). The beginning of the system is based on these collaborations which
often prove difficult, or insufficient to promote accurate and comprehensive understanding of the
system and its design.
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B.2 Additional SysML Diagrams

Figure B.1 ATM Structure block definition diagram
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Figure B.2 User Instructions for ATM example
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Figure B.3 Telescope Assembly and Test Flow for the Lynx Viewpoints
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B.3 Participant Feedback
This section of the appendix will give the transcripts of the feedback for the
Lynx X-ray Observatory study performed in Chapter 5.

Feedback from Systems Engineer:
The interface seems intuitive.
It would be more useful if we went maybe one level deeper. Which science
model would answer the concern? Which CAD model? I know we don’t
have that level of detail in our project yet, but I assume that’s where we’d be
going.
On the SE side, I’d want some sort of punch list of concerns that I could
track as the design matures. It would help me see where we’re doing well
answering concerns, and more importantly which parts are we missing.
I think the approach has potential. I’d like to see it at a more granular level
as the design matures.
I’d want some top-level tracking to make sure we were meeting all of our
customers’ demands.

Feedback from Industry Partner:
•

Question: Is this graphical approach of your concerns is helpful to
you?

Answer: this is a new format to me, but I think I understand it. Tracing the
various products back to concerns. This kind of traceability is important and
can be helpful.
•

Question: Does this approach help you understand or learn about the
viewpoints of the other stakeholders?

Answer: The exact data you have shown me is not a surprise, but this is due
to my personal history and experience. If I put myself back in time and
learning this particular area, I do think this kind of traceability would be
helpful.
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•

Question: Does the compiled viewpoint for the study scientist gives
you a better idea on how to proceed with the design of the Lynx?

Answer: I am not entirely sure that it gives me a better idea of how to design
per se, I think what it does give me is insight into how my customer [the
study scientist] is thinking about this design problem.
•

Question: Will this approach contribute any advantages or not to the
Lynx project and the design process

Answer: As I stated before I am not highly familiar with this tool and its
specific employment. BUT, I do see this method as a means of
communication of concern and traceability. Good communication is at the
very root of the process for a good design. As such. I think it can be an
advantage.

Feedback from Study Scientist:
•

Question: Is this graphical approach of your concerns is helpful to
you?

This approach is helpful in that I am able to see at a glance what aspects
might be missing from the model that stem from the view. I think that
different people who look at this, might find different elements missing that
could also support the case.
•

Question: Does this approach help you understand or learn about the
viewpoints of the other stakeholders?

It does help me learn about the viewpoints of the stakeholders and team
members, and identify potential problems that might become a concern later
on if not addressed early. These viewpoints can also represent a set of
people/stakeholders that might have a common concern – that only becomes
apparent or an issue after several people have stated it. This is a good way to
poll a large body of stakeholders and address the highest priority concerns
early in a Project.
•

Question: Does the compiled viewpoint for the study scientist gives
you a better idea on how to proceed with the design of the Lynx?
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Once again, like the individual viewpoints, the compiled viewpoint also
helps identify gaps in the model and indicates where a particular area might
need additional support in order to address the concern. I like that different
people can look at this compiled viewpoint and find different potential
issues.
•

Question: Will this approach contribute any advantages or not to the
Lynx project and the design process

These viewpoints will help identify gaps in the model, potential issues or
misconceptions of team members, and will help identify the main concerns
of our stakeholders/customer (i.e. NASA HQ and the Astrophysics Decadal
Review Committee, giving us time to address these prior to actual
submission of the concept.

Feedback from Manager (decision-maker):
•

Question: Is this graphical approach of your concerns is helpful to
you?

yes, I like the approach. The graphical nature of it provides a nice high-level
summary of the needs (models, documentation, etc.) to address the identified
concerns of the identified stakeholders.
•

Question: Does this approach help you understand or learn about the
viewpoints of the other stakeholders?

Yes, it easily summarizes what can be very complex needs.
•

Question: Does the compiled viewpoint for the study scientist gives
you a better idea on how to proceed with the design of the Lynx?

Yes. I know this is just an example based on somewhat brief interviews with
some potential stakeholders on a particular concern. My question would be
on how to extend it to make sure you are identifying all of the stakeholders,
identifying all of the concerns, and addressing all of the concerns. All of
this information should roll into a ConOps document with traceability into
functional requirements. I think what’s been done here is a great example of
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how to define the viewpoints into project needs, but bigger picture, it
can/should be expanded to identify project requirements.
•

Question: Will this approach contribute any advantages or not to the
Lynx project and the design process

Getting the “voice of the stakeholder” is key to generating the Concept of
Operations (ConOps) which provides insight into the Level 1 mission
requirements. It’s a vital step for insuring the thing you build meets the
customer’s requirements.
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Appendix C: Tutorial for Views and Viewpoints Diagrams in SysML
As the process to create a Viewpoints and Views diagram is rather complicated, the steps to create either a
package diagram with viewpoints and views, or a viewpoints and views diagram with viewpoints and views
in it are shown.
Right-click the top-level model and select Create Diagram. Under the diagram menu, choose the Expert
option at bottom of menu.

Select Views and Viewpoints Diagram from the very bottom of the list as indicated by the black arrow.
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Selecting the default
views and viewpoints
diagram creates the
diagram on the right…

C.2 How to Create the Non-Default vv Diagram Used in This Thesis.
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Right-click main model and select SysML Package Diagram from the menu as shown below.

Right click within the new package diagram and choose
Refractor => Change Type To

Select Views and Viewpoints Diagram from the bottom of the menu.
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The following diagram is a vv Diagram like the types used for this thesis.

And now for both types of diagrams,
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To insert a viewpoint, go to the menu as shown in the picture below, and select the default vewipoint of
your choice.

For this tutorial, Simple Paragraph was chosen as shown below.
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Double click on viewpoint body over Simple Paragraph, and the following menu should appear.

This menu provides you with the location to enter data into the viewpoint. Note, if entering a concern or
concern list, you must first create a comment containing the concerns before using this menu to enter them
into the viewpoint. These steps are shown in the next two pictures…
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To change what elements are included in the viewpoint, right-click on the viewpoint and choose Edit
Compartments as shown below
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Choose which elements you desire in your viewpoint from the menu below…

Now going back to the diagram will show you this picture and your viewpoint is really long because the
words are not wrapping…
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To wrap words in the viewpoint, right-click on the viewpoint and select Symbol Properties.

Checkmark the Wrap Words option and then resize your viewpoint.
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You should then be able to get the following diagram layout…
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